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CHAPTER I
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
Introduction
The problem of educating the partially seeing is as old
as education itself. It became a more perplexing problem to
educators of the blind when they discovered that residential
schools for the blind also included a large population of
students with considerable vision despite efforts to exclude
them. This problem was aggravated further by a refusal on
the part of authorities in the education of the visually
handicapped to face the facts. Indeed, the public schools
assisted in creating a more difficult situation in schools
for the blind because they were slow to recognize their re-
sponsibility toward partially seeing children.
In justice to both special and general education, how-
ever, it may be said that segregation, a natural result of
institutional living, led to a loss of contact with the pub-
lic school systems. For years the two groups knew little of
each other f s principles or accomplishments. This unfortunate
condition lost sight of the fact that whether education in a
democratic society is specialized or general, it still is
public education. An emergence from this "Dark Age" of
special education has begun to take place. Both the public
- 1 -

2schools and the residential schools are aware of the problem.
Both city and state are beginning to do something about it.
Just how much is being done is the question. We do know that
education now places its emphasis upon the individual need.
We know, too, that democratic society is interested in the
welfare of the individual citizen. With this philosophy to
challenge them, a number of urban school districts are offer-
ing sight-saving programs to their partially seeing children.
Some rural areas have been organized to provide such a ser-
vice. But the partially seeing are a small group and
scattered throughout large sections of the nation. Despite
the elaborate plans developed so that the partially seeing
might attend their local school systems, and despite attempts
by most residential schools for the blind not to admit them,
sight-saving pupils are being enrolled in large numbers into
a program designed for the totally blind child.
Scope of the Problem
Lest this thesis appear to support the education of the
partially seeing child in a residential school for the blind,
the writer would like to establish certain basic principles
upon which this study is made and upon which educators agree.
(1) Whenever possible, the visually handicapped child
should be offered educational opportunities in his local
school system where home contacts may be maintained.
(2) Wherever served, the partially seeing child should
be provided with a type of program that will equip him for
.it
future needs and will develop in him an appreciation of his
responsibilities to society as a contributory citizen of
hi 3 community.
(3) Classes for the blind and for the partially seeing
must be considered a definite part of general education. The
presence of these schools and departments is but the fulfill-
ment of democracy's promise for equality in the "education
of all the children of all the people."
Until the public school system is ready to develop a
program to include the partially seeing child from all areas
of the country, it is paramount that all agencies cooperate
wherever these children are found. Let us repeat, a large
number of sight-saving cases are enrolled in schools for the
blind. This study is interested in discovering what pro-
visions are being made for these children in the environment
in which they find themselves.
First, it is the purpose of this thesis to present,
through literature, surveys and correspondence, evidence of
the problem — problems in the education of partially seeing
children in residential schools for the blind.
Second, the writer proposes to discover whether or not
schools for the blind are assuming the responsibility of pro-
viding an adequate program for their partially seeing
students
•
Third, from the evidence accumulated certain conclusions
and recommendations will be made.

Who are the Partially Seeing?
More specifically, who are the partially seeing students
in the residential schools for the blind? Why are these
pupils attending such schools? What is the visual acuity of
these students? Before attempting an answer to these ques-
tions, it would be advisable to provide a background for
comparison and understanding by examining several representa-
tive definitions by educators and specialists of both the
blind and the partially seeing.
The partially sighted or the partially seeing, as
stated in a psychological study of the physically handi-
capped^" are
a group of physically handicapped individuals who
stand between the blind and the normal seeing in
much the same way that the hard of hearing stand
between the deaf and the normal hearing. They are
individuals whose visual acuity is poor. The
group is generally described as including all
those whose visual acuity in the better eye after
correction or treatment lies between 20/70 and
20/200, and in addition those who have progressive
eye difficulties. With reference to educational
needs, the partially seeing child is one who has
too little vision for normal school work but has
too much sight to be educated through the sense of
touch. As in the case of the hard of hearing,
likewise, there can be no sharp dividing line be-
tween the normal or blind and the partially seeing.
Each case must be considered on its own merits and
studied individually by a competent ophthalmologist.
The principal of the New York Institute for the Educatio
of the Blind makes a definite distinction between the terms
Rudolf Pintner, Jon Eisenson and Mildred Stanton, The
Psychology of the Physically Handicapped . P. S. Crofts &
Company, New York, 1941, pp. 252-261.

"partially sighted" and "partially blind." This difference,
however, is not altogether clear since his publication deals
with the partially blind and yet his monograph is entitled
The Training of Partially Sighted Children in a School for
the Blind . "^ It is suggested by Dr. Prampton, one of the
authors of this monograph, that admission to a partially
blind class in a school for the blind be determined as
follows $
...that all partially blind children who have a
diopter of almost 20/200 (or l/20th of sight)
begin with instruction of braille reading and
writing so that they may be well acquainted with
it. When the ophthalmologist in cooperation with
the teacher during this period finds no deterio-
ration in the pupils' vision, the teacher can
start partially blind work; or, if the ophthal-
mologist finds improvement sufficient to warrant
transfer to a sight-conservation class, such
transfer should be made. Partially blind work
should not be started before the pupils have
attained a working knowledge of the reading and
writing of braille, otherwise, they will try to
read the braille by sight, which would be decided-
ly dangerous to their vision and very much lessen
their reading ability.
It would seem, then, that pupils with "useful vision" cannot
rely wholly on the medium of sight for their education, but
they must be taught to utilize wisely and moderately what-
ever amount of vision they do possess so they may widen
their experience and broaden their outlook by acquiring all
M. E. Prampton and Vita Stein, The Training of Partially
Sighted Children in a School for the Blind . Monograph
No. 4, The New York Institute for the Education for the
Blind Series, pp. 3-4.
2Ibid ., p. 17.

the media of impression and expression which they are capable
of perceiving.
2
Dr. Ralph Merry presents a definition generally
accepted by educators of the blind. With a note of warning
he says,
In general visual acuity of 20/200 (as
measured by the Snellen Chart) seems to represent
the dividing line between the blind and the partial-
ly seeing, while vision of 20/70 divides sight-
saving class pupils from those who can be educated
in the regular grades. This line of demarkation
should not lead us to believe that these measures
as related to these groups are commonly followed
in actual practice. Ophthalmologlcal standards of
admission to sight-saving classes and to schools
for the blind vary greatly in different states and
communities
.
The Congress for the Blind in Konigsburg, Germany, in
1927 adopted unanimously this more liberal definition:
A child is practically blind and should be
educated in a school for the blind whose vision
is from 0 to 8/200.... A child is partially
sighted and should be educated in a sight-saving
class when he has vision from 8/200 to 20/80,
provided the vision is sufficient to learn read-
ing and writing under the s afeguards which sight-
saving furnishes and provided it is sufficient
to make practical further education for a pro-
fession and occupation followed by the seeing.
...Experience proves [say3 Dr. Bartels*] that a
child with as little as 4/200 can learn to read
and write in sight-saving classes. The entire
make-up of the child must be considered—his
mental and physical equipment.
M. E. Prampton, Education of the Blind , "Methods in Useful-
Vision Classes." world tsook uompany, New York, 1940, pp. 318-
326 •
o
Ralph Vickers Merry, Problems in the Education of Visually
Handicapped Children , jtiarvara University jfress, uamoriage,
Massachusetts, 1933, p. 5.
3Dr. M. Bartels, "Sight-Saving Classes," The Sight-Saving
Review, Volume IV, Number 1, March, 1939, pp. 18-25.
10
7Mrs. Winifred Hathaway, an expert on sight-saving
classes in the public schools, classifies the partially see-
ing under these groups:
Children having a visual acuity between 20/70
and 20/200 in the better eye after all medical
and optical help has been provided; children
with serious, progressive eye difficulties;
children suffering from diseases of the eye or
diseases of the body that seriously affect
vision.
Mrs. Hathaway would also include, temporarily, those students
with eye operations who may be in need of readaptation or
psychological readjustment; cross-eyed individuals who need
re-education; and those students whose eyes have been
affected for a period by diseases such as measles.
It is apparent that the term "partially seeing" is
broad in meaning, lacks uniformity, and must take into con-
sideration more than visual limitations as measured on a
chart. It seems apparent, too, that the classification
within the area of 20/70 to 20/200 needs an up-to-date
interpretation in the light of modern adjustments, methods
and plans. Schools for the blind and sight-saving class
experts disagree on the percentage of vision necessary for
using visual methods. It is well, however, that specialists
and ophthalmologists disagree, for rigid definitions cannot
provide for the whole individual in a field where individu-
alized education is so very important.
1
Winifred Hathaway, Education and Health of the Partially
Seeing Child . Published for the National Society for the Pre-
vention of Blindness* Inc. by Columbia University Press, New
York, 1943, pp. 13-14.
J J

No single definition covers all cases adequately. The
partially seeing students in residential schools for the
blind, nevertheless, may be more definitely characterized
by certain conditions not necessarily related to technical
and often uncertain ophthalmological diagnoses.
First, schools for the blind enroll many students,
possibly the greatest number of the partially seeing, who
might be called "border-line" cases or with sight at or
slightly below the requirement for entrance to sight-saving
classes
•
Second, such schools are a haven for children from
rural, semi -urban and even urban districts that have not
yet established sight-saving classes.
Third, residential schools also have their quota of
sight-saving children, who, like certain Braille cases,
cannot satisfactorily make their adjustment in either sight-
saving or Braille classes organized for them in the public
schools. Whether it is because of an unstable emotional
background, unsatisfactory home conditions, perhaps a double
or triple handicap, unusual medical treatment required, or
some other factor that seriously complicates a child's edu-
cational program, a residential school seems at times to be
the only place where this type of child may obtain the kind
of educational service his case requires.
Fourth, several states, such as Illinois and Oregon and
some southern states, require the residential school for the
fc "t 0 J" *
blind to receive partially seeing children who cannot attend
the regular public schools or who may need special attention.
It is a fact that in at least twelve states partially seeing
children are expected to enroll in residential schools for
the blind and in states where no city sight-saving classes
have been established, there is no other place for city or
1
county children to attend school.
Broadly speaking, then, the partially seeing students
in residential schools for the blind represent that group
of pupils with defective but useful and usable vision, who
for various reasons and conditions just mentioned are not
able to take advantage of the education offered them in
their home communities and must attend or are accepted by
a school for the blind.
"The Partially Seeing" (Section III P), Special Education:
The Handicapped and the Gifted (A Publication of the White
House Conference on Child Health and Protection). The
Century Company, New York, 1931, pp. 166, 168, 115-240.
This report is the most comprehensive information con-
cerning the partially seeing in published form up to 1943.
Among the topics discussed are: definition of visual defect;
ratio of sight-saving pupils to total school enrollment;
admission requirements; pre-school testing of eyes; ophthal-
mological service; qualification, training and salaries of
teachers; and promotion rate of sight-saving class children.
Recommendations and problems needing research are listed and
an unannotated bibliography is appended. Considerable
material is adapted from a survey of "Sight Saving Classes
in the Public Schools of the United States" by Edward T.
Myers
.

CHAPTER II
INCIDENCE OP PARTIALLY SEEING CHILDREN IN RESIDENTIAL
SCHOOLS FOR THE BLIND
The Investigation
In the first chapter of this thesis an attempt was made
to present the viewpoints of various specialists on some of
the principal characteristics that are identified with a
partially seeing person, particularly, one attending a school
for the blind. Many of the reasons and factors for these
children being enrolled in residential schools were indi-
cated. Consequently, it was necessary to establish a broad
measure, together with environmental factors, for determining
the partially seeing now attending institutions for the blind.
The next logical step is to establish the incidence of these
children among the blind school population. So far, little
has been said on the visual acuity of the partially seeing
being educated in such schools except by general definition.
Do all schools for the blind enroll and accept partially
seeing students? If so, what proportion of the whole resi-
dential school population is composed of the partially see-
ing?
Professional opinion seems unanimously agreed that if
and when proper facilities can be provided for him in the
local school system, it Is there that the sight-saving class
- 10 -

pupil should receive his education. Most sight-saving super-
visors would doubtless contend that under no conditions
should a sight-saving child be entrusted to an institution
for the blind. But such a point of view adds nothing to a
solution of the problem encountered by the child who cannot
attend a sight-saving class in the public schools and, in
addition, ignores the plight of hundreds of partially seeing
children now attending residential schools for the blind.
There is little gained if educators of the blind and experts
on sight-saving class work agree that partially seeing
students should be educated in the public schools when there
are no facilities provided there for them.
Special education for the partially seeing is of very
recent origin. The first "myope school" was established in
the south of London in 1908. In 1913, Dr. Edward E. Allen,
then Director of Perkins Institution, recognizing the
problem and facing it realistically, took the leadership in
convincing Boston to organize a "sight-saving class." This
was the first group of partially seeing students established
on the segregated plan, thereby influencing New England and
the East in that direction. At about the same time, Dr.
Robert Irwin, then supervisor of Braille Classes in Cleveland,
was permitted to establish "conservation of vision classes,"
organized on the cooperative system. The West, now con-
verted to the idea of educating partially seeing students
with other children in the public schools, in so far as it

can be done* has adopted this idea of working together and
playing together with all the members of the school.
The development of classes for the partially seeing in
the public schools was rather rapid at the beginning. By
1938 the organization of new classes in the United States
had decidedly slumped in the rate of increase (Figure I).
The National Society for the Prevention of Blindness 1 listed
478 sight-saving classes in the United States and its
possessions at the end of December, 1935. Three states,
New York, Ohio, and Illinois, accounted for 261 or consider-
ably more than half the total. If Michigan, Massachusetts,
Minnesota, California, and Pennsylvania were added, the num-
ber would increase to 400 (of the 478 classes) located in
eight states. Twenty-four of the forty-eight states at this
time had no classes for the partially seeing, while five more
states provided for only one each.
Prampton and Rowell reported an increase of 7,500
2
children in 571 classes in 1938 (Figures I and II). This
figure shows a substantial increase in the number of sight-
saving children provided with special educational facilities.
By 1940, twenty-eight states, the District of Columbia, and
Hawaii boasted a population of 8,600 students attending 612
classes. During the last five years this total has been
•
^ight -Saving Class Exchange , April, 1936, Appendix.
o
M. E. Frampton and H. G. Rowell, Education of the Handicapped,
Volume I, History. Worla Book Company, New York, 1938, pp.
42-44.
.Ic
Figure I
Increase in Total Number of Sight-Saving Classes
in the Public Schools of the United States
1913 - 1945
1913
1919 74
1927
1930
1935
1938
1940
1943
292
375
478
571
612
1632
1944 632
1945 612
Statistics obtained through the courtesy of the
American Foundation for the Blind and through the National
Society for the Prevention of Blindness, New York, Also,
in the Directory of Activities for the Blind in the United
States and Canada by Helga Lende, Fifth and Sixth Editions,
Part III, 1943 and 1945, published by the above organizations,
pp. 113-126 and 113-126,

Figure II
Increase in Number of Pupils in the Public Schools
of the United States
1930 - 1945
1930 4,829
1938 7,500
1940 8,600
1945 8,600
Loc. Cit. pp. 113-126.
JLTi OiiJ
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practically stagnant, with 632 sight-saving classes located
in thirty-one states (222 cities and counties), Hawaii, and
the District of Columbia.
Rougjily speaking, sigjit-saving classes, with the help
of eight residential schools for the blind, serve some 8,500
to 9,000 partially seeing children. The number of these
children in the United States is generally estimated to lie
between one in 500 and one in 1,000 of the school population.
The White House Conference Report 1 seems to favor the esti-
mate of one to 500, and from this ratio arrives at an esti-
mated total of 50,359 children in this country, or 0.20 per
cent of the general school population of the United States,
who should be in sight-saving classes (Figure III). The
2
London Board of Education Report prefers the more conserva-
tive estimate of one to 1,000, making a total of approximate-
ly 25,000 such visually handicapped children in this country.
In her report to the American Association of Instructors of
the Blind at Arkansas in June, 1944, Mrs. Hathaway wrote,
^Whlte House Conference on Child Health and Protection ,
Special Education. Section IV B, 1931, pp. 45-116.
2
England, Committee on Problems Relating to the Partially
Sighted Children, Report of the Committee of Inquiry into
Problems Relating to Partially Sighted Children , His
Majesty's Stationery Office, London, 1934.
3
Winifred Hathaway, "Education of Partially Seeing Children
in Urban and Rural Communities Thirty-seventh Convention
of the American Association of Instructors of the Blind .
Little Rock, Arkansas, June 26-30, 1944, p. 45.

Figure III
Total School Enrollment in the United States
Classified by Visual Acuity
Percentage Visual Acuity
0.05%
0.20%
Blind
Partially Seeing
19.75% Correctable
Eye Defects
80.00% Normal
Vision
Adapted from Problems in the Education of Visually
Handicapped Children by R. V. Merry, p. 8.
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"To meet the needs of such children, 620 special classes
have been established in the United States. These classes
accommodate 8,200 pupils. There are, however, 50,000 such
children scattered throughout the country for whom no pro-
vision is made."
By looking at Table I it is evident that about 8,500
of the estimated 50,000 partially seeing children have been
provided with special education in the public schools; but
the much more revealing fact is observed that the distri-
bution of these classes is far from satisfactory. To observe
that New York State has 146 sight-saving classes and that
Kentucky and Maryland have seven each is not enough in it-
self, for New York City, Louisville, and Baltimore maintain
107, seven, and seven classes respectively. Still today,
New York, Illinois, and Ohio provide exactly half of the
total number of sight-saving classes in the United States.
Nine of the thirty-one states offering this service can
boast about five -sixths of the classes within their borders;
eight states have but one class in the larger city; seventeen
of these classes have recently been organized in schools for
the blind, indicating a tendency in the direction of pro-
viding for the partially seeing in the residential schools.
The number of sight-saving classes now stands at the
same figure as it did in 1940. Part of this lack of de-
velopment may be attributed to shortages of money and equip-
ment during the war years. Uncertainties in the continuance
e I*.
Table I. Distribution of Sight-Saving Classes in the
United States.
( 1 ^ ( 9 ) (A) f «l1\ «-> )
iy4o 1 O A f\ "1 ClA *Z 1 C\A Ciy4o
Alabama 0 0 0
Arizona 0 0 0
Arkansas 0 0 0
California 30 29 29
Colorado (Denver) 1 1 i
Connecticut 8 6 6
Delaware 0 0 0
District of Columbia 5 5 4
Florida 0 1 2
ueorgia ^.ftuianuaj i X JL
Hawaii 7 4 4
Idaho 0 0 0
•Illinois 3 85 90 87
Indiana 5 7 8
•Iowa (Des Moines) 2 1 1 *zO
Kansas (Wichita) 1 1 1
Kentucky (Louisville) 7 7 7
Louisiana (New Orleans) 8 8 7
Maine (Portland) 1 1 1
Maryland (Baltimore) 9 8 7
Massachusetts 41 40 36
•Michigan 1 54 60 57
•Minnesota 2 34 33 35
Mississippi 0 0 0
Missouri QO y cD
Montana 0 0 0
Nebraska 0 0 0
Nevada 0 0 0
New Hampshire (Manchester) 0 0 1
New Jersey 16 18 17
New York 147 150 146
North Carolina (Greensbori0 1 1 1
North Dakota 1 0 1 1
Ohio 82 76 73
Oklahoma 0 0 0
I
Table I. (concluded)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
**1945 1940 1943 1945
^Oregon (Portland cD OtC Qo Q
Pennsylvania 24 28 24
Rhode Island (Providence) 4 3 3
South Carolina 0 1 0
South Dakota 0 0 0
^Tennessee 1 3 7 6
Texas (Houston) 1 1 1
Utah 0 0 0
Vermont 0 0 0
-^Virginia 1 7 8 9
Washington 10 9 9
West Virginia 0 0 0
Wisconsin 8 9 12
Wyoming 0 0 0
Total 17 612 632 612
*Sight-saving classes established in schools for the blind.
( )Sight-saving classes maintained in only one city in the
state
.

of such classes after they have been organized cannot, how-
ever, wholly be blamed upon emergency periods of one kind or
another. When it is observed that some five states are pro-
vided with no legal financial aid; that in four states the
law implies support without being specific; and that in
twenty-seven others no allotted amount is assured, responsi-
bility for this precarious condition must be placed directly
upon the shoulders of the lawmakers within each state. Be-
sides these thirty-six states, there are cities and counties
that support classes for the partially seeing with below
standard requirements and political dependence, while several
states cannot establish such classes because their laws only
function with Federal aid.^"
With these facts well in hand, it is not surprising that
a considerable number of sight-saving students are regularly
enrolled in schools for the blind. This is not a new problem
It is quite as old as the education of the blind in this
country. Indeed, there is no evidence today to show that
the number of children, in residential schools, with con-
siderable vision is very much less than it was twenty or
even forty years ago. It is but fair to assume that most
partially seeing children are attending residential schools
for the blind because there is no other place where they may
obtain some attention. They are accepted, too, because the
^"Hathaway, Education and Health of the Partially Seeing,
pp. 69-74.
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problem of their adjustment to the regular public school
classes has become so serious as to force them to give up
home contacts and helplessly to accept the Braille method.
It is not unreasonable to suppose, further, that residential
schools only receive the more serious visual cases, for only
in such cases will parents be persuaded to give up their
children to a program developed specifically for the totally
blind.
It is interesting to note that residential schools for
the blind, on the first survey published on eye conditions,
recorded as many as one-third of their pupils as having
20/200 or better vision. The eye records of 2,400 students,
Including three schools with large enrollments that are
admittedly ultraconservative in accepting such cases, indi-
cated that more than 20.7 per cent of the whole number could
be classified as sight-saving children even by strict defi-
nition."'" The Sixty-seventh Report of the Printing House
for the Blind listed fifty-five residential schools in the
United States and its possessions with a 1936 population of
2
5,919 pupils." It may be conservatively estimated during
Evelyn C. McKay, "Uniform Statistics for the Blind," Thirty
Second Biennial Convention of the American Association of
Instructors of the Blind , St. Louis, Missouri, 1934, pp. 31-43.
George F. Myers, "The Relationship Between the Residential
Schools for the Blind and Sight-Saving Class Work," Thirty
Third Biennial Convention of American Association of Instruc-
tors of the Blind , Ralegh, North Carolina, 1956, pp. 89-92.
2The Sixty-Seventh Report of the Printing House for the Blind ,
Louisville, Kentucky, 1936. A more detailed statistical
account of these schools and their enrollment may be found in
the "Statistics of Special Schools and Classes (continued)

this time that there were some 1,200 children in schools for
the blind who should have been taught through their eyes
rather than through their fingers. This figure does not in-
clude another 20 per cent of the total blind school popula-
tion with enough vision to have obtained part of their edu-
cation through visual methods.
A comparison of percentages within a span of nine years,
and through nine surveys, indicates that little progress has
been made for the partially seeing group in schools for the
blind. C. Edith Kerby offers the following evidence: 1
In its report of the first study in its
series in 1933-1934, the committee (on statis-
tics) called attention to the fact that 9.9 per
cent of the pupils had a visual acuity between
20/200 and 20/70, which is generally accepted as
the requirement for sight-saving, not Braille
methods, and that 3.7 per cent of the total had
better than 20/70 vision and should be returned
to regular classrooms. We regret to have to re-
port that in 1941-1942 figures still show that
7.2 per cent of the pupils having vision to
warrant education by sight-saving methods, and
3.3 per cent should probably be released to regu-
lar schools. Comparison of the figures for the
two school years, indicates little, if any,
progress has been made in the solution of this
serious problem. The number of sight-saving
classes has increased during this period, but
there are not yet enough of them. Nineteen states
have none, and few states make any provision for
sight-saving instruction of children living in
sparsely populated areas where there are not enough
(concluded)
for Exceptional Children." Chapter VI, Volume II of the
Biennial Survey of Education in the United States
, Department
of Interior, Washington, D. C, 1934-1936.
^C. Edith Kerby, "Eye Conditions Among Pupils in Schools for
the Blind in the United States, 1941-1942." Outlook for the
Blind , Volume 37, Number 9, November, 1943, pp, 246-248.
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visually handicapped to warrant establishing a
class. The responsibility of the school for the
blind does not include provision for sight-saving
instruction* but a few have done so as a tempo-
rary expedient. It should be noted, however, that
these children are not included in the present
study. The children about whom the committee is
concerned are those who are unfit in a school for
the blind but have been accepted by the schools.
Tables II and III, column 5 includes the most recent
survey and the tenth in a series of studies conducted by the
American Foundation for the Blind on the distribution by
amount of vision remaining. This table again indicates that
only a slight reduction occurred among children with vision
over 20/200 in schools for the blind and Braille classes.
Such school population shows a percentage of 10.5 in 1941-
1942, while this figure is only reduced to 9.6 per cent in
1942-1943. The "border-line" group still shows the high per-
centage of 10,5, an increase of 2.3 per cent since 1934rl935.
By adding three groups together (20/200, 20/70, and above
vision) the observation may be made that the original figure
of 19.2 per cent of potential candidates for sight-saving
work has not been reduced but has been increased by 0.9 per
cent. This is quite revealing when it is remembered that
eight schools for the blind have added sight-saving programs
and that these surveys do not include sight-saving pupils.
It is significant that the border-line cases are ignored
as candidates for sight-saving work in the studies just men-
tioned when many ophthalmologists advise them to use visual
methods. Dr. Pugmire, ophthalmologist at the Utah School
MPU
Tables II and III. Distribution by Amount of Vision Remaining.
(1) (2) (3) (4)
Vision Group
*1934-
1935
'""1937-
1938
*1941-
1942
*1942-
1943
No. of
Pupils
No. of
Pupils
No. of
Pupils
No. of
Pupils
All Schools—Total
No. of Schools Reporting
Less than 2/200
2/200 but not 5/200
5/200 but not 10/200
10/200 but not 20/200
20/200 h
Above 20/200 thru 20/70
Above 20/70b
Vision not reported
3,321a
27
1,271
559
443
306
274
235
129
104
3,993a
39
1,462
726
549
385
367
292
126
64
4, 604
8
53
1,692
785
547
527
496
332
150
71
4,309a
55
1,623
745
505
469
454
286
131
88
Per
Cent
Per
Cent
Per
Cent
Per
Cent
Less than 2/200
2/200 but not 5/200
5/200 but not 10/200
10/200 but not 20/200
20/200 h
Above 20/200 thru 20/70
Above 20/70^
Vision not reported
All Schools--Total
38.3
16.8
13.4
9.2
8.2
7.1
3.9
3.1
100. Oa
36.6
18.2
13.7
9.7
9.7
7.3
3.2
1.6
100.
O
a
36.7
17.1
11.9
11.5
10.8
7.2
3.3
1.5
100.
O
a
37.7
17.3
11.7
10.9
10.5
6.6
3.0
2.0
100.
o
a
aDoes not include sight-saving class pupils
^Less than one- tenth of 1 per cent, including mostly pupils with
peripheral limitations, are not included in these tables.
^Outlook for the Blind
,
October, 1937, Volume XXI, No. 4; Decem-
ber, 1939, Volume XXXIII, No. 5; November, 1943, Volume 37, No.
9; Supplement to December, 1945, Volume 39, No. 10. "Eye Con-
ditions Among Pupils in Schools for the Blind in the United
States, 1934-1935," p. 117; 1937-1938, p. 143; 1941-1942, p. 248;
1942-1943, p. 5. A Report for the Committee on Statistics of
the Blind conducted by C. Edith Kerby, and the American Foun-
dation for the Blind, New York.
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for the Blind, recommends children with as little as 20/400
for "ordinary use" and children with 20/200 for "no curtail-
ment of eyes." Sight-saving classes in the public schools
include 9.0 per cent of students who possess less than 20/200
vision. In the section on definitions it was noted that
Dr. Bartels approved of sight-saving work for pupils with as
little as 8/200 vision and that reading and writing could be
taught to children with a visual acuity of 4/200,
Must we forget entirely those pupils in schools for the
blind who possess sight enough to read the first line on the
Snellen Chart? No provision is made for use of visual
materials for those children who possess vision from 10/200
to 20/200, Are these students to be classified as blind and
forced to use their fingers entirely when much of their edu-
cation may be obtained and motivated through the introduction
of certain visual aids? The author believes, and there is
much support in this direction, that even groups below the
10/200 measurement may absorb a portion of the instruction
through the eyes. Dr. Prampton advocates and utilizes this
procedure with success. It is the obligation of every school
for the blind to help such students, as part of the teaching
process, to take advantage, and know how to use discriminate-
ly, whatever vision they have so that the public will not
judge them as illiterate because they cannot sign their
names in ordinary handwriting. Knowing how to use the eyes
intelligently may mean the difference between employment and
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rejection; it will broaden the area of work possibilities.
It is indeed the responsibility of residential schools for
the blind to develop a course of study to suit the needs of
their partially seeing students. It is the obligation of
any agency to provide for a special group, most especially,
when that agency is accepting the partially seeing at a rate
of over 20 per cent of the blind school population.
Standards of Admission and Incidence of
Partially Seeing Compared
When admission standards, school policy, and the popu-
lation of partially seeing students are compared with one
another, it is noted that a survey is not always indicative
of what is done in an actual life situation (Table IV). To
be more concrete, let us check the number of schools that
enroll enough children with vision remaining to establish at
least one sight-saving class. Let us observe the admission
standards; the procedure followed when the qualifications
are not met; and then let us compare these two policies with
the si^it-saving population of the school. Border-line cases
are indicated separately for those authorities who may con-
sider them as Braille students. The total number of students
below the heading "No. of pupils over 20/200" is considered
sufficient in each school for organizing a sight-saving
program.
The Evidence
This list in Table IV only includes institutions having
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six or more students with vision enough to attend sight-
saving classes or even regular public school work. In many-
instances there is a large concentration of vision at the
border-line level or vision enough to obtain most or all of
the education through the eyes. Yet, few of these schools,
according to the complete survey conducted by the American
Association of Instructors of the Blind, admit such children
and most of the schools declare that these children are re-
turned to the regular public school classes, to sight-saving
classes in the public schools, or to the sight-saving depart-
ment within the residential school. With the doors closed
to them, in most cases, fifty-four residential schools are
accepting 3 per cent in the normal-seeing group; 6.6 per cent
of sight-saving cases; 10.5 per cent in the border-line
classification; and 22.6 per cent with low but usable vision—
a grand total of 42.7 per cent of students in schools for the
blind have sufficient sight to obtain all or part of their
education through their eyes. When it i3 realized, too, that
these are students not served by a sight-saving program
either within or outside of the residential school, there is
every indication that most students with considerable vision
are being offered a program designed for the needs of the
blind child. The most recent report of the American Printing
House for the Blind lists eighty-two residential schools and
Braille classes with a total population of 5,831 in January,

1944. Using the percentages just quoted above, it may be
safely estimated that 1,171 pupils now attending schools or
classes for the blind could profit by sight-saving methods,
while 1,317 more possessing useful vision are classed as
totally blind in methods and procedures. Possibly more
than 2,488 students, therefore, are being educated with
methods specifically developed for the sightless.
The facts are obvious; they cannot be denied. Partial
ly seeing children are attending schools for the blind in
large numbers. Sight-saving classes in the public schools
are comparatively in their infancy and are only serving
those children living in the larger urban centers. Some
8,600 of the estimated 50,000 partially seeing students in
the United States are being reached and several hundreds of
these are being served in schools for the blind. Must we
quibble with such matters as to whether or not the responsi
bility for the education of these children lies with the
residential school or with the public schools? In a demo-
cratic society it is the obligation of all schools to pro-
vide a type of education within the curriculum that will
include the needs of the minorities as well as the majori-
ties. Wherever one finds education, there will also be
found the educational fringe. Many schools are specialists
^Seventy-Seventh Report of the Board of Trustees of the
American Printing Houee for the Blind, Inc ., Louisville,
Kentucky, June 30, 1945, pp. 18-22.

in one phase of education only, like the residential school
for the blind; but which of these schools can say where
that education begins and where it ends? An educator in
the field once said: "They should not only be schools for
the blind; they should also be schools for the not to be
blind."

CHAPTER III
SIGHT-SAVING CLASSES IN RESIDENTIAL
SCHOOLS FOR THE BLIND
Classes in the Rural Communities
The establishment of sight -saving classes in large
cities is a comparatively simple administrative task, but
the problem presented by partially seeing children in smaller
cities, towns, and villages is admittedly difficult. The
consolidated school serving the students from neighboring
communities with special transportation seems to be the best
answer and practice, although this method is not always
possible. "To unite three or four small school districts
in order to have enough children for a sight -saving class
would in the majority of instances be impossible because of
transportation difficulties and differences in policy among
school districts.""'" Another plan suggested is that partially
seeing children in rural communities be sent to the nearest
large city where sight-saving classes are already well es-
tablished. This scheme would entail special boarding
arrangements which would be shared by the state and the
local educational authorities, and the parents. Mrs. Hathaway,
"^Marcella S, Cohen, The Visually Handicapped Child In the
Rural Community. National Society for the Prevention of
Blindness, New York, Publication 335, 1940, pp. 3-4.
- 33 -
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among other suggestions, proposes the rather unique idea of
establishing classes for the partially seeing in the demon-
stration schools of state teachers colleges.''" The public
schools of Chillicothe and Dennis on, Ohio are examples of
small communities serving the partially seeing by combining
their classes and offering special education to crippled
children in the same room. Mrs. Hathaway concludes this
2
problem by saying:
If none of these suggestions can be carried
out, much can still be done for the education of
partially seeing children in their local, rural
schools. Books in a type suited to their needs
are often distributed through the traveling de-
partment of state libraries. Such books selected
according to grade and age of the child concerned,
are loaned for the tern; at the end of that time
they are returned to headquarters and a set for
the next term is supplied.
This specialist points out, however, that books alone will
not solve the problem. Specialized county or state super-
vision is required to assist the rural teacher in developing
an understanding and an appreciation of the problem.
All of these organizational plans, and similar ones
suggested by Arch 0. Heck are helpful and should not be
AWinifred Hathaway, Education and Health of the Partially
Seeing Child , p. 32. Chapter 5, Problems in Administrative
Program Planning for Small Communities and Rural Areas, pp.
31-36.
2
Ibid., p. 34.
3
Arch 0. Heck, The Education of Exceptional Children . McGraw-
Hill Book Company, Inc., New York, 1940, pp. 191-192.
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overlooked; but they are not altogether satisfactory. Daily
transportation may overtax the strength of the pupils, while
boarding arrangements under incompetent supervision may
develop improper habits and attitudes. The plan which sug-
gests supplying Clear Type textbooks and other materials to
relieve eye strain may work well if lighting conditions are
adequate and the teacher is superior. Then, too, this pro-
cedure is not quite fair to the regular students in the
class, since the low-visioned child requires more attention
from the teacher. In the writer 1 s opinion the demonstration
school arrangement is the least practical. It would only be
the larger state colleges that would undertake such a plan,
since the smaller schools would have neither the specialists
nor the time to train teachers in such a highly specialized
field. It seems that it would be defeating a basic purpose
to expect student teachers to handle a type of education
that is only successful under the supervision of a finely
trained teacher with previous experience in the field of
general education.
Nevertheless, any plan with even partial advantages is
to be preferred to that of allowing a child with serious
visual defects to struggle along in the regular grades as
best he can without special apparatus and intelligent under-
standing on the part of the teacher. Mr. Heck-1- states:
Using Berry's formula that there is one
child with defective vision to every 2,000 of
Heck, The Education of Exceptional Children
, p. 191.

the general population, and using Ohio's minimum
standard of eight pupils in a class, every city
of 16,000 should maintain a sight-saving class.
If small cities were allowed to receive pupils
with defective vision from the surrounding terri-
tory to a distance which pupils might easily
travel daily by motorcar or bus, the size of
cities that might support sight-saving classes
could possibly be cut to 8,000 population. There
would still, however, be a great many children
with defective vision in strictly rural districts,
who would not, by this plan, be given educational
opportunities
•
Yet, despite the inadequate provisions made for partially
seeing children living in rural areas and despite the fact
that various plans are being tried to carry on sight-saving
work in these communities, most sight-saving supervisors and
other specialists in the field are strictly opposed and do
not propose the introduction of sight-saving methods in resi-
dential schools for the blind. This viewpoint is held by
many, regardless of the obvious fact that a large number of
partially seeing children attending such schools come from
rural and semi-urban communities where no sight-saving
classes are yet established. It is easy for experts in
sight-saving work to condemn institutional life and its dis-
advantages; but do these disadvantages outweigh the greatest
of all handicaps— the utter neglect of children who have an
inalienable right to an education suited to their needs no
matter whether that education be given in the public school
system or in a residential school for the blind? Likewise,
it is easy for those engaged in the education of the blind
to contend that it is not the responsibility of the
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residential school to provide for partially seeing students;
such a school is established for the purpose of educating
the blind.
Classes in Schools for the Blind
Merry1 observes, in his book on visually handicapped
children, that
the presence of large groups of partially seeing
children in many residential schools for the blind
often creates a difficult situation. Some direc-
tors of institutions feel that their methods and
curricula should be adapted primarily for the
blind and that any children who are admitted must
be regarded as blind children whether or not they
have sufficient vision to read Clear Type. This
seems to be a rather unfortunate point of view,
since partially seeing children do not, as a rule,
find the slow tangible apparatus very attractive
and frequently use their eyes at the expense of
much greater eye strain than would be necessary
even in an ordinary school. They seldom make good
finger readers, and teachers are obliged to watch
them constantly to prevent them from reading the
embossed characters with their eyes.... Further-
more, partially seeing children in residential
schools for the blind are not likely to acquire
habits of ocular hygiene and vision conservation.
If they are obliged to use tangible methods dur-
ing their school life it is probable that as
soon as they leave the institution they may re-
sort to visual methods which may have serious
consequences
.
In an article in the Outlook for the Blind , Dr. P. C.
Potts, Assistant Director of the American Foundation for
the Blind, writes: 2
"Merry, Problems in the Education of Visually Handicapped
Children , pp. 83-100.
o
P. C. Potts, Ph.D., "Classes for Partially Seeing Children
in Schools for the Blind." Outlook for the Blind , Volume 38,
Number 6, June, 1944, pp. 151-153.

Years ago many superintendents of schools for
the blind took the stand that their institutions
were for blind children and that any child admitted
there would be educated as such. The result was
that many parents would not send their partially see-
ing children to these schools. Consequently it
remained for the public schools to make provision
for children who had some usable sight... • This
solution was most satisfactory, because the edu-
cation of these children is properly a public school
problem. It is psychologically, socially, and eco-
nomically injurious to these children to treat them
as blind.... However, the public schools have been
very slow in establishing classes for partially see-
ing pupils. In some states no provision has yet
been made for them and in many others provision has
been made for only a few. Recently the attitude in
regard to their admission has changed in several
schools for the blind. The superintendents are more
willing to accept them as students provided adequate
provision has not been made elsewhere. There are
probably several reasons for this change. The en-
rollment in many residential schools has been notice-
ably decreasing and the plants are not operating at
full capacity and hence at their greatest efficiency.
This encourages the broadening of admission require-
ments.... As the latter (the partially seeing) are
accepted in increasing numbers, some special pro-
vision is being made for them.
"There were two main reasons for this addition to the
school program," say Dorothy Mis bach and Georgie Abel1 in
support of the sight-saving program at the Iowa School for
the Blind.
First, the public schools of the state of Iowa
were not meeting this need, and it seems likely
that in this rural state it will be some time be-
fore such classes are available.... The second
reason can be found by observing the statistical
report for our School for the year 1941-42. This
report was prepared by the committee on statistics
of the National Society for the Prevention of
Dorothy L. Misbach and Georgie Lee Abel, "A Sight-Saving
Program at the Iowa School for the Blind." Outlook for
the Blind , Volume 39, Number 2, February, 1945, p. 42.

Blindness, and the American Foundation for the
Blind. An examination of this report showed that
only 22.6 per cent of the pupils were totally-
blind, and that 17.7 per cent of the students had
a visual acuity of 20/200. The outstanding fact
was that more than one -fourth of the student popu-
lation had a visual acuity of 20/200 or better.
The percentage for this group is 28.1. On the
basis of these findings alone, the program certain-
ly seemed worth while.... Now that we have sight-
saving as a possibility for those students who are
physically unable to tax themselves with the eye
strain involved in attendance at a regular public
school, more students are entering the School who
are partially seeing than those who are either
partially blind or totally blind.
The state of Oregon has developed a rather unusual plan
which should have the attention of everyone interested in
the education of the visually handicapped child. The Oregon
plan will be described later. Mrs. Fortner,^" supervisor of
Education of Visually Handicapped in the state presents more
evidence on the side of schools for the blind cooperating in
establishing sight-saving programs. This former principal
of the Oregon School speaks in this way:
Facilities already existing in the state for
the education of the visually handicapped child
include the Oregon State School for the Blind at
Salem, and two sight-saving classes at Portland--
Oregon's only metropolitan center. Prior to the
1943 legislation, there was no means of serving
the visually handicapped in the other two-thirds
of the school population (scattered over 96,000
square miles) other than the help obtained through
the School for the Blind. The supervisor for the
visually handicapped now can assist local school
authorities to ( l) determine whether a visually
handicapped child can safely receive special
Ethel Nestell Fortner, "Oregon State Supervisory Program for
the Visually Handicapped." Outlook for the Blind , Volume 39,
Number 1, January, 1945, p. 2.

education locally, or whether he should be en-
rolled in the School for the Blind; (2) obtain
sight conservation aids for children needing
them; (3) arrange special programs for children
returning to the public schools who have been
attending the School for the Blind; and (4) solve
individual and general problems of eye care, visu-
al hygiene, lighting, seating, and posture.
There has been much discussion and debate on the ad-
visability of establishing sight conservation classes in
the residential schools for the blind. Two of the most
recent opposing viewpoints were expressed at the 1944 con-
vention of American Association of Instructors of the Blind.
One of these was presented by Mrs. Winifred Hathaway:
1
Two pertinent questions are often asked re-
garding the education of these children: (l) Why
do they not attend schools for the blind? (2) Since
material in the large type used in these classes is
not available for partially seeing pupils after they
leave school, should not such material be abandoned
and all partially seeing be taught Braille?... An
answer to both questions is given by no less an
authority than Dr. Gabriel Parrell, Director of
Perkins Institution and Massachusetts School for
the Blind, in a recent issue of The Lantern. "Some
people," he states, "feel that schools for the
blind should accept these children, and, in fact,
some schools are admitting them. Their presence,
however, in a school planned for the blind creates
a situation unfair to them and to the children who
cannot see. Partially seeing children should have
special education designed primarily to fit their
needs. The ideal program for the partially seeing
is the 'sight-saving class. 1 " Dr. Parrell, how-
ever, goes on to say that "sight-saving classes for
partially seeing children must not be confused with
the visual-aid classes established in several schools
for the blind." Even if they could double their
present registers, what of the many thousands remaining
Winifred Hathaway, "Education of Partially Seeing Children
in Urban and Rural Communities." 57th Convention of the
American Association of Instructors of the Blind , June , 1944
,
p. 45.

without any facilities suited to their needs. How
would it be possible for schools for the blind to
accommodate even half or a quarter of this number
of children without many additional buildings and
a tremendous increase in personnel?... The second
question, teaching Braille to partially seeing
children, is likewise very pertinent. The lack
of material in large type is a serious matter....
Reading Braille with the eyes is infinitely more
difficult than to read even small print.
On the other side, Mr. J. C. Lysen, superintendent of the
Minnesota Braille and Sight-saving School, 1 strongly
supports the plan for cooperation of all agencies. His
reply to those who advocate no association among the partial-
ly seeing and the blind in the classroom is forceful.
The argument against mixing totally blind
children and partially sighted children is not a
very good premise for excluding sight-saving pupils
from residential schools for the blind because:
(l) There is not a residential school in the country,
instructing in Braille only, that does not have par-
tially sighted children in attendance. It would be
just as logical to exclude the partially sighted
Braille students as the partially seeing sight sav-
ing pupils.... (2) The association of blind and
partially sighted children has advantages that
greatly outweigh the disadvantages. When a totally
blind child associates with one who is partially
sighted, he i3 under an intermediate influence that
will better fit him for contact with a fully sighted
world.... (3) A sight saving child need not be
classified as blind in order to attend a residential
school. Do as we did in Minnesota—change the name
from School for the Blind to Braille and Sight Sav-
ing School.... (4) Sight saving classes can consti-
tute as ideal a program in a residential school as
in a public school. Special class teachers and
supervisors recognize this fact in that they are
willing to send their problem children to residen-
tial schools.... Even though our residential schools
J. C. Lysen, "Sight Saving in Residential Schools for the
Blind." 57th Convention of the American Instructors of the
Blind, June, 1944, pp. 48, 51.

can absorb only a small per cent of the existing
50,000 children with marginal vision, it is im-
perative that we do what we can now. Let's set a
goal of at least one sight saving teacher in every
school for the blind. If our 50 schools can take
in only 20 children each that will amount to 1,000
pupils, or 2 per cent of the total. It is my
contention that if I can't have the whole box of
chocolates right away, I'll take one piece now.
Mrs. Hazel C. Mclntire"*" who has directed the program
of special education in the state of Ohio where the partially
seeing in the public school system are better served than in
most states, justifies the public school organization rather
"easily," she contends.
In terms of dollars and cents it is less expensive
than the residential school.... Educationally , by
attending sight -saving class in a regular school
building, the partially sighted child can keep in
touch and in step with the children of the communi-
ty.,.. Socially , the child in public school sight-
saving class lives in the kind of surroundings in
which he will live as adult.
This sampling of literature indicates that there is
still a wide divergence of viewpoint on the education of the
partially seeing. It also shows that schools for the blind
are becoming more conscious of the problem, with a few edu-
cators urging that something be done about it. Both schools
of thought are not facing realities when they propose elabo-
rate public school plans for providing special services to
children living in rural centers when these same children
are found in large numbers enrolled in schools for the
Hazel C. Mclntire, "A Partially Seeing Child Goes to School.
Outlook for the Blind , Volume 40, Number 1, January, 1946,
p. 9.
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blind. Until all educators of the visually handicapped face
this fact squarely and until they recognize this to be the
case ever since residential schools were established, now,
and for the next generation at least, they will be doing an
injustice to children who can be reached in the environment
in which they find themselves.
A Survey of Schools for the Blind
It is in this spirit of facing realities and doing
something about the problem that the author of this thesis
was interested in finding out what is being done for the
partially seeing in schools for the blind. Most especially,
the writer wished to know whether residential school superin
tendents are assuming a responsibility by establishing sight
saving classes in their schools if the children are not pro-
vided for elsewhere. Has the attitude of these educators
changed to any extent? Are residential schools for the
blind establishing sight-saving classes in increasing num-
bers? Has the partially seeing population in such schools
increased sharply since these classes were first organized?
These are some of the questions to be answered before this
study can state whether or not this problem is being faced
and handled in a practical and democratic way.
Because residential schools for the blind are scattered
throughout the United States, visitations are impossible. A
survey, although overdone and not always accurate, seemed
r
the most efficient way to obtain the information desired.
Consequently, a specific but brief questionnaire was mailed
to forty-seven residential schools for the blind located in
forty states and in the Hawaiian Islands. The letters were
sent to the superintendents with the hope that they would
receive prompt attention. The results were gratifying.
Forty-two schools, or more than 89 per cent of the total
questionnaires mailed, answered and returned the forms.
Many of the school heads volunteered additional information
along the margins, on the back sheet, or by separate letter.
As will be observed by turning to the questionnaire (page 104)
two distinct interests were covered. The part dealing with
guidance will be considered in another chapter.
The portion of the survey treating specifically with
the partially seeing shows that sixteen residential schools
are providing some kind of sight-saving program for sight-
saving students enrolled in schools for the blind. Of this
number, the California and New York City schools are
utilizing sight-saving methods with the partially blind.
At least twelve schools allow the use of Clear Type and
smaller print material to varied degress but not exclusively;
while the thirteen remaining schools seem to concentrate on
Braille alone. Many of these latter schools state that they
do not accept pupils possessing sight above the recognized
definition of blindness. It is interesting to note that
six residential schools indicate they are working on plans
<I
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to establish sight-saving classes or to provide sight-saving
methods for their low- visioned children. The present
methods employed by residential schools in educating their
pupils with vision remaining are listed below:
Table V. Methods Employed with the Partially Seeing in
Schools for the Blind.
(1) (2)
f tr \(3)
Sight -Saving Combination of
Classes and Braille and Braille
Methods Print Method Method
Arkansas Arizona Ida ho
California Colorado Georgia
•^Illinois Maryland Florida
-*Iowa Mississippi Indiana
Louisiana New York Nebraska
Michigan Ohio North Carolina
Minnesota South Carolina Oklahoma
New Mexico Massachusetts South Dakota
North Dakota Kansas Texas
New York City *-*TJtah Texas (Colored)
Overbrook, Pa. Washington Tennessee
W. Pennsylvania Hawaii West Virginia
Oregon W. Virginia
Virginia (Colored)
Missouri
Montana
*Schools offering a standard sight-saving program to partially
seeing students
AIL
Schools working toward a sight-saving program for the partial
ly seeing or the partially blind.
The latest statistical survey 1942-1943 conducted by the
American Foundation for the Blind on amount of vision remain-
ing indicates that eight schools for the blind had established
sight-saving classes. The present survey completed for this
study in April, 1946 (Table VI), shows the surprising number
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Table VI. Procedures and Methods Used with the Partially Seeing
in Residential Schools for the Blind — April, 1946.
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (V)
No . of No . of
-
Sight- No. of Segre- With PuDilsA W, aX> ai» Punils
School Sa vins" Cla s se s ga ted Blind Orisinallv Now
Ark. Yes 1 No Yes 8 8
Ariz. Partial Yes
CaII f XO © No Yea 12 ?
Colo No D
PI a Nn
Ga. No
H.I. No 9 M — M ™ ~
T da h oX \JkU 11 u Nod
YeqXw o Yes No 24 34MaJ -XT
IndX xJXa • No e
Iowa Yes
f
3 Yes No 9 42
Kans
.
NoS, — —
—
— — — — —
— _ _ _
Yesh Yes
Mr! Ttfni1MU .
Mo o c
Mich. Yes 1 Yes No 10 12
Minn. Yes 1 Yes Yes <? 50$
Mi S3 . T>T«-»kINO^
MnJVIO • "Van
J"
IS 0 TX x w B J_ w O 18X v-J 18
no u r • "NTnIN U
Mont Yes _ _ _ 18
N. M. Yes™ 1 Yes 9 6 15
rj.x. c. v. _nYes o ies ou
"NT "V JNO
1N0
N. D. Yesp 2 No Yes 1 10
Ohio No^
Okla. Nor
Ore
.
Yes 6
Pa. Yes s 1 Yes 6 4
W. Pa. Yes* 1 Yes 4 8
S. C. Nou
S. D. Nov
Texas No
Tex. Col. Now
1
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Table VI. (Continued)
( 1
)
12) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)
No. of No. of
Sight- No. of Segre- With Pupils Pupils
UJ v> 11 V_J u X S v 1 no* v J.O O C v O Blind V X J- J- X lO J- -L j
Term. No
X
Utah Partial Yes
Va. Yes 1 No Yes 10 32
W. Va. No
W.Va.Col. No
Wash. Noy
Conn. No
aWe use regular sight-saving methods with a few pupils scattered
in many classes
.
Use a few ink-print books for pupils who have some sight.
cManuscript writing— crafts requiring some vi sion--plant nursery,
gardening
.
dWe teach our partially sighted children to read Braille.
e0ur school is accepting students who read the Braille.
*"lowa also offers basketball.
^Visual materials when possible. More intensive detailed in-
struction in vocations. Our sight-saving room is almost com-
pleted and will be opened this fall.
^Just organized sight-saving class.
*"We allow some to use large print in class. We need sight-
saving classes and hope sometime to establish them.
J*We are working on a program of visual aid.
kWe plan to obtain some books in large type for 4 or 5 of our
students for next year.
^Our class has just been organized in the last three months. We
hope to promote an interest in the development of more and better
clear type materials, our greatest present need. Also, we hope
to induce the State Department of Education to become more active
in setting up these special classes in public schools throughout
I
Table VI. (concluded)
raVisual material need where possible.
^hese are useful vision children not out of category or defi-
nition of blindness. Our total service is using sight-saving
methods with the partially blind.
°Only in isolated cases where the partially seeing cannot attend
public schools do we allov; them to attend our school. These
children are absorbed into classes for the blind.
^Segregated for reading only.
^We board them and they attend sight-saving classes in the city.
rThe school is limited to those with 20/200 or less vision, or
failing vision. Braille only is used.
Specialized industrial training.
^Segregated for art study and classes requiring the use of eyes
and good light. With the blind for recitations.
u0ur pupils with partial sight have their classes with the
regular classes in Braille. With the doctor's recommendations
they may use some print.
vThis school is working out a program for sight-saving pupils.
wSurgical and medical care.
xTennessee provided a sight-saving program, but has discon-
tinued it. The policy now seems to be to enroll only children
with 20/200 or less.
7The Washington school was one of the first to establish sight-
saving classes, but has discontinued this service through a
change in state policy. The superintendent favors a sight-
saving program.
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of fourteen legitimate sight-saving classes now serving the
partially seeing in residential schools. By adding Cali-
fornia and New City City, both utilizing sight-saving methods
with the partially blind, and including Kansas which will
open a sight-saving class next fall, the total number of
schools offering a program to the partially seeing and the
partially blind during the next school season will reach
seventeen classes. Eleven other superintendents indicate
that they sponsor a program of Braille and print. Five of
these schools are planning to establish visual aid or sight-
saving classes in the near future. Unfortunately, there
are still thirteen schools insisting on the use of Braille
with useful-vis ioned children, although one school is working
toward special classes. In self-justification some of these
schools maintain that they only admit Braille students. The
Ohio school, although not listed as having sight-saving
classes within the school program, conducts a system whereby
its partially seeing students board at the school and attend
sight-saving classes in the city. Thus, twenty-five schools
for the blind, of the forty- two schools reporting, are doing
something about this problem to varied extents.
Very encouraging is the fact that thirty-five superin-
tendents believe their school should assume the responsi-
bility for developing a program suited to the needs of their
low-visioned pupils. Twenty-seven directors favor all
schools for the blind cooperating in establishing sight-saving

classes in residential schools. Several schools now serving
the partially seeing feel they are assuming obligations that
should rightfully belong to the public schools. A mid-
western school, not yet offering this special program, ex-
presses the opinion that sight-saving should be handled ex-
clusively by the school for the blind. Such statements as
"Sight saving is badly needed, but not necessarily in schools
for the blind , " or "No. Conditions vary too greatly in the
different states," or "We feel si$it-saving pupils should
receive their education in the public schools whenever possi-
ble," were recorded by those school authorities who oppose
the establishment of classes in residential schools. Some
school heads are willing to limit their services to special
classes for the partially blind. On the other side, those
specialists favoring cooperation offer the extreme opinions
of "Absolutely" to the qualifying statements of "Provided
educational opportunities are not offered elsewhere," or
"Yes, for those from sparsely inhabited and poor districts."
It is apparent from this survey that residential schools
have broadened their requirements for admission and are pro-
viding more facilities for their "forgotten children."
Most superintendents are aware of the problems involved,
and many of them would like to do something about the situ-
ation. Obviously, the attitudes of directors toward the
partially seeing has changed and is changing to the extent
where many of them are translating their viewpoints into
-xo »
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action. It is difficult to appraise the results of such a
survey without observing each program in action. If the
progress is as rapid and as steady as is indicated in this
study, schools for the blind will be far ahead of the pub-
lic schools in providing sight-saving classes for their
sight-saving students. The writer supports the view that
all agencies must cooperate in establishing classes for the
partially seeing in the environment in which such students
find themselves. Until the public schools are prepared to
offer specialized education to all who need it* it is
difficult to understand why sight-saving authorities con-
tinue to sponsor types of organizations which fail to do
what they are supposed to do. The large population of
partially seeing children in the residential schools is
conclusive evidence that as yet the public schools through-
out the country have not even begun to serve completely the
visually handicapped children residing in the urban areas
alone. Indeed, too many of these classes are far below the
scholastic standards expected from regular classes or from
sight-saving classes in schools for the blind. Everything
considered, the public school plan is by far the more normal
procedure. To advocate blindly local education, when there
is no program provided, is sheer folly and wishful thinking.
With such a small number of the partially seeing served by
all schools at the present time, let educators be practical
Bistort Unive^ity
School of Educacion
Library

enough to lend their support to all agencies progressive
enough to offer a program designed for the needs of the
partially seeing child.

CHAPTER IV
PLANS AND PROCEDURES
At the beginning of the preceding chapter the various
types of organizations now being employed in the public
school sight-saving classes throughout the country were
described briefly. This chapter will deal with the plans
and procedures now employed in residential schools for the
blind that have provided an established program for the
partially seeing.
The Illinois Plan1
In 1933 the state of Illinois, with the cooperation of
the Illinois Society for the Prevention of Blindness, con-
ducted a state-wide survey on the necessity of establishing
more sight-saving classes in the public schools. As a
result of this survey the number of sight-saving classes
was increased from forty-four to fifty-six in eighteen of
the leading cities. The examination of 250 pupils enrolled
at the school for the blind revealed that sixty-eight
possessed vision enough for sight-saving or regular class
work in the public schools. With further screening and
"'"Robert W. Woolston, "The Relationship Between the Residen-
tial Schools and the Sight -Saving Class Work." A.A.I.B .
Report
, 1936, pp. 86-89.
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correction many of the original number were able to attend
newly organized classes in their own communities. The thirty
remaining cases were from rural districts where no classes
could be provided for them, A regulation was established
stating that no child could attend the school for the blind
if his district offered a sight-saving program. A certifi-
cate from a registered ophthalmologist and a thorough
examination by the school doctor are required before a child
is admitted to the sight-saving classes at the Illinois
School. "One of our greatest difficulties," states Superin-
tendent Woolston, "has been due to . the oculists differing
in their diagnosis."
In order to insure an adequate program the following
steps were taken: (1) The principal of the school attended
Columbia University to study with Mrs. Hathaway; (2) Two
classes were equipped according to specifications of the
National Committee for the Prevention of Blindness; (3) Par-
tially seeing pupils were supplied with Clear Type books;
(4) Fourteen pupils were placed in the lower room consisting
of the first four grades and the remaining sixteen in grades
five through eight recited in the upper room.
Under the old classification the partially seeing
students were not progressing educationally in accordance
with their age and grade. By segregating this group from
the Braille students the school has been able to require
more efficient Braille reading and a high degree of

motivation by the blind. Preparation and recitation by the
partially seeing are accomplished in the sight-saving room.
Physical education and handwork requiring little eye strain
are taken with the blind, while music is taught orally.
There are problems constantly arising even with this
organization, but the school faculty feel that as a whole
this arrangement has resulted in economy of time and in a
higher standard in the classroom.
The Illinois School for the Blind now provides for
thirty-four partially seeing pupils in three classes segre-
gated from the Braille program. The state has increased
the number of sight-saving classes in the public schools to
eighty-seven. The state laws enable the residential school
to cooperate in the state plan.
The Ohio Plan1
The state of Ohio was one of the first to recognize the
need for establishing a program in the public school systems
for the visually handicapped child. Dr. Robert Irwin, at
that time supervisor of classes for the blind in Cleveland,
recognizing the real difference between education for the
blind and education for the partially seeing, helped to
organize the first sight-saving class in the state. Since
1913, Ohio has developed one of the most flexible and in-
1
Hazel C. Mclntire, "A Partially Seeing Child Goes to
School." Outlook for the Blind , Volume 40, Number 1,
January, 1946, pp. 9-12.
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elusive plans in the entire country. The state now serves
1,285 children in thirty-four centers attending seventy-
three classes. A large majority of this group are attending
the public schools in their home communities while non-
residence pupils are provided with transportation to nearest
centers or handled in a boarding arrangement supervised by
specialists in the field. Before the war the state was
serving some 1,600 children and authorities believe that the
Division of Special Education must reach some 2,000 before
the state-wide program can be considered of benefit to all
those children who need sight-saving methods.
The Ohio plan has been developed to fit most conditions.
Every effort is made to bring special education to the rural
areas so that children living in such districts may have the
opportunities offered the partially seeing attending classes
in the cities. In general, the State School for the Blind
limits admission to blind students. For the last twelve
years, however, the Division of Special Education has co-
operated with the superintendent of the residential school
in offering board to a few partially seeing children who
attend classes in the city.
The Virginia Plan1
The state of Virginia supports nine sight-saving classes
in five cities. Eight of these classes are maintained by the
1M. Genevieve Coville, "Sight Saving." The Virginia Guide ,
Volume LXXII, Number 2, November, 1945, pp. 23-24. Also from
the Questionnaire.

Virginia Commission for the Blind together with local funds.
The School for the Blind at Staunton sponsors one class with
an enrollment of thirty-four pupils. Miss M. Genevieve
Coville states that
Our sight-saving class was organized in 1934 with
an enrollment of three pupils. Since that time
the class has grown to an average enrollment of
forty pupils covering all twelve grades. It cares
for the group of children who are not accessible
to those sight-saving classes which are conducted
in public schools.... The class is organized on
the cooperative plan. Work requiring close use
of eyes is done in the sight-saving room under the
supervision of the sight-saving teacher. Assign-
ments are typed on a bulletin typewriter and made
ready for the children's use during their study
periods. Oral work is carried on in the regular
classes.... By this method we hope to give these
children an education with the least possible eye
strain and to teach them enough eye hygiene to
enable them to conserve the vision they have.
Specialized activities are provided for the partially seeing
to keep their interests at a high point and to supplement
units and projects carried on in the Braille classes. The
school principal writes: "We strive to develop the particular
abilities of each individual pupil, regardless of visual
acuity. Our daily projects are so organized that each has
his part, from sight-saving to totally blind."
The Iowa Plan^
There are four sight-saving classes in the state of
Iowa; one in the city of Des Moines and three in the School
Dorothy L. Misbach and Georgie Lee Abel, "A Sight -Saving
Program at the Iowa School for the Blind." Outlook for the
Blind , Volume 39, Number 2, February, 1945, pp. 42-46.

for the Blind at Vinton. The program at the residential
school was inaugurated in September, 1943, with nine pupils
and that number has now been increased to forty-two. With
only one class in Des Moines and with the likelihood that
it would be some time before the needs of the partially see-
ing children in this rural state would be adequately met,
the reasons for establishing sight-saving classes in the
state school are obvious. Although most of the class work
is handled on the segregated plan, the school believes that
a better educational and social program may be offered if
both teachers and students in the whole school cooperate
where and when it is of benefit to the whole school popu-
lation. "As an example of complete cooperation," writes
the Principal and the sight-3aving teacher, "the blind and
partially blind students in the upper grades went into the
sight-saving room this year for help with pencil writing,
and the sight-saving class students were able to help with
some of the art work which was one of the co-operative
projects among the home-room activities involving all
students." This year, too, the class has accepted pupils
with speech difficulties, poor hand coordination, and with
low mental ability.
In order to overcome the lack of Clear Type material,
the school has used the services of a typist during the
school year and through the summer months. The bulletin type
pages are stapled into booklets and made attractive for the

children. High school students complete their assignments
by using the talking book, the dictaphone, the bulletin
typewriter, and by readers. One special feature offered
the partially seeing is the playing of basketball.
"Although we realize there are plenty of good arguments
against having sight-saving classes in a school for the
blind," the two teachers agree, "we feel that in a rural
state such as ours where so little work has been done in this
field, we are justified in carrying on.... We feel that we
have made only a modest beginning. Our work is just another
effort in a school for the blind to offer an adequate educa-
tion to each individual according to his need."
The Oregon Plan"1"
The Oregon program is not only a recent development but
also a unique plan that should have the attention of all
those interested in the education of the physically handi-
capped. A state-wide provision for the visually handicapped
is only one part of an elaborate organization set up to help
the physically handicapped scattered throughout an area of
96,000 square miles. The primary purpose of the program is
"4cthel Nestell Portner, "Oregon State Supervisory Program for
the Visually Handicapped." Outlook for the Blind, Volume 39,
Number 1, January, 1945, pp. 1-6.
Dr. V. D. Bain, "New Developments in the States." VI:
Oregon. Reprint from the Journal of Exceptional Children,
Volume 12, Number 1, October, 1945, pp. 14-17,
Dr. Berthold Lowenfeld, "The Oregon Plan." Outlook for
the Blind , Volume 40, Number 3, March, 1946, pp. 67-75.

to offer these children as normal educational opportunities
as possible; to prevent reoccurrence and development of
handicaps; and to assist the student to make easier and
happier personal, social, and economic adjustments.
The Oregon State School for the Blind and the Division
of Special Education cooperate in placing both the blind and
the partially seeing students in their home school systems.
The residential school acts as a clearing house for students
who need temporary attention; for students who cannot seem
to make the grade in public schools; for students who need
special medical care; and for younger students. Through a
well organized system of referral where the Supervisor of
Education of the Visually Handicapped serves also as staff
consultant of the state school, the school for the blind and
the supervisor become very important agents in the whole
system. Through the Superintendent of the residential school
and the Assistant Superintendent of Public Instruction, who
is also the Director of Special Education, the institution,
the agency of special education, is brought into close co-
ordination with the public school system of the 3tate.
The success of this plan is dependent upon several
factors and aids provided by the state. For these visually
handicapped, public school children, Oregon provides reading
service, Talking Book machines, a record library service,
Braille material for the blind and large print for the par-
tially seeing, and typewriters made available by the local
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school during the study periods. The necessity for trained
personnel, training courses in the universities, and compe-
tent ophthalmological service is essential. Every teacher
must also be a teacher of the visually handicapped. Although
the school for the blind has an accredited high school de-
partment, students are referred to the public schools after
the tenth grade. Superintendent Dry is working toward a
plan that will enable his pupils to attend their local schools
after the eighth or ninth grades.
Under this system the residential school no longer is an
institution without contact with society. It is rather a
center for the adjusted and maladjusted going and coming to
and from the public school system of which this school is a
part
.
The Minnesota Plan1
Minnesota was the first state to establish sight-saving
classes in a residential school for the blind. In 1925 this
department of the school was organized and it now includes
50 per cent or some sixty students of the whole school popu-
lation. The state now serves ten centers with thirty-five
sight-saving classes including the one at Faribault.
A feature which has brought the Minnesota School national
discussion and recognition more than any other characteristic,
^J. C. Lysen, "Sight Saving in Residential Schools for the
Blind." 57th Convention of the American Instructors of the
Blind , June, 1944, pp. 47-51.
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has been the decision to include the partially seeing in the
total activity of the school. Formerly known as the "Minne-
sota School for the Blind," the institution faced the
problem squarely by changing its name to the "Minnesota
Braille and Sight Saving School." In this way the partially
seeing students are not merely "guests "> a temporary addition
j
but a real and permanent part of the whole school. Here are
psychological factors on the side of the partially seeing
that are difficult to measure. Certainly, the "wanted feeling
the feeling of security, is but one motivating element as a
result of this change.
The state laws are broadly written so that the residen-
tial school may accept students with more than 20/70 vision
if the need is present. Superintendent Lysen of the Minne-
sota School contends that "Limiting attendance in schools for
the blind to an upper level of 20/200 vision will not exclude
sight saving students. We have children with 20/200 and
les3 who use sight saving books; we have also had children
with more than 20/70 vision, who were Braille pupils. Place-
ment in Braille or sight saving departments is a very indi-
vidual matter* 11
The Minnesota School employs one sight saving teacher
who handles reading and writing, and some language and
spelling in the first three grades. She also teaches
language and spelling wherever needed through the seven
grades. Prom the fourth grade on both blind and sight-saving

pupils are taught together. The problem presented here is
in arithmetic especially, where the partially seeing complete
their fractions or long division in less time. The sight-
saving teacher in this school is not a coach but a teacher.
The students are encouraged to do their own lessons and
their own reading. Not only is the sight-saving room in-
directly lighted for the requirements of the partially seeing
students, but all rooms are artificially lighted in the same
manner. The whole school is equipped with sight-saving
desks and sight-saving materials.
The real need is for more Clear Type books. In the
upper grades the Talking Book, oral instruction, industrial
and music teaching do not present difficult problems. Both
the blind and the partially seeing are taught successfully
by blind teachers. In the cottages students choose their
friends not on the amount of vision remaining but on com-
patibility.
Mr. Lysen calls the partially seeing in the residential
schools "the forgotten child." "He's the little fellow," the
Superintendent concludes, "who does not live in an area
supporting special classes. He's the boy trying to compete
in a public school and is slowly but surely being pushed
aside. For him the only ray of hope now is the residential
school equipped with a sight saving department."

Miscellaneous Programs
Equally as important is a program within the residential
school curriculum which provides for the needs of border-line
cases and for those who may be classified as partially blind.
A few schools for the blind have met this problem with a well
organized, educational plan. Many more schools* perhaps all
of them, need to face the facts and figures on the basis of
their partially blind population. The figures tell us that
from 10 to 20 per cent, and possibly more, of the enrollment
in residential schools is within the definition of partially
blind. The facts tell us that several schools are doing
something for these children by first recognizing that, edu-
cationally, they may absorb at least part of their schooling
through the eye3 even though they may be placed in the blind
grouping economically. The economic definition of blindness,
however, needs investigating and redefining in terms of in-
dustrial courses within the schools and in terms of a wider
field of job placement through job analysis.
The California School for the Blind provides sight sav-
ing methods for some six students from sparsely inhabited and
poor districts. These pupils are scattered in many classes
with the blind. "Our number of sight-saving cases, " writes
Superintendent French, "is the lowest in many years, not more
"^Material throughout the chapter also obtained through the
survey of residential schools for the blind and through
correspondence with superintendents and principals of these
schools
•

than six, mostly in ungraded groups because of educational
retardation and general maladjustment. Whenever possible we
use print books (18 and 24 point) and pencil writing. Dis-
cussion and oral recitation, plus handwork, aid the sight-
saving program, and those of some vision," but the program
is not considered a standard sight-saving course.
Although the Territorial School for the Deaf and Blind
in Honolulu does not accept sight-saving cases, it does
offer manuscript writing, crafts, plant nursery, and garden-
ing especially for children possessing "some vision." Several
classes in the Islands provide for the sight-saving students.
In Kansas City, Kansas, the school encourages the use
of visual materials when possible. The partially seeing are
given more detailed instruction in the vocational courses.
"Our sight-saving room is almost completed," replies the
school official, and "we are going to open it this fall."
A "Sight -Exercising Program" has been e stablished this
year at the Missouri School for the Blind. The eighteen
students recite with the blind and study alone. The school
hopes to promote an interest in the development of more and
better Clear Type materials, "our greatest present need,"
says Mr. Thompson. It is the aim of the superintendent to
induce the State Department of Education to become more
active in setting up these special classes in public schools
throughout the state. Although the school does not believe
sight-saving to be its responsibility, Mr. Thompson does support

the need in the residential schools when he contends that
"There are always students so isolated that sight-exercising
classes are not available to them unless residence facilities
are provided." Out-of-state children eventually enroll at
the school in desperation because they have no Clear Type
books to enable them to continue in the public schools.
The New York Institute for the Education of the Blind
serves some thirty "useful vision" children. Three classes
have been established to offer a specialized program for
those students who are within the category of blindness but
possess sufficient vision to handle part of their lessons
through the eyes. "Our total service," states Dr. Prampton,
"is using sight saving methods for the partially blind."
This plan, perhaps the most outstanding one of its kind,
requires that all partially blind students begin with a
thorough knowledge and skill in Braille reading and writing
before visual work is attempted. With the approval of the
ophthalmologist even those pupils below the accepted defi-
nition of blindness are encouraged to absorb as much through
their eyes as proves profitable to the individual. Students
within the category of sight-saving and showing a readiness
for the work, are transferred to sight-saving classes in
their own communities. "Useful Vision Classes" are not a
new idea* Perkins Institution at Watertown, Massachusetts
has experimented several years with "Visual Aid Classes."
Other residential schools offer some such programs to the
Bt
partially blind on a rather disorganized basis. The New
York Institute is the first and only residential school for
the blind that has studied the problem of the partially
blind scientifically and then followed up its findings with
a well-organized program suited to the individual needs of
the partially blind.
It is interesting to note the viewpoint of Superin-
tendent Jeanne Chapman of the Washington State School for
the Blind tov;ard the establishment of sight-saving classes
in residential schools. She writes:
This school was quite in advance of some of
the others in their sight saving program for ten
or twelve years ago we set up a well equipped,
well staffed department. But three years ago the
State Department of Public Instruction sold the
idea to our Director that no child with more than
20/200 visual acuity had any business in a resi-
dential school and took out 33 of our youngsters
at that time. Of this group I do not think more
than a half dozen have remained in school.
I am very much in favor of having sight sav-
ing pupils in the school as long as they can get
help from us. We have been very useful in remedial
attention when children had no chance to get proper
refractions or guidance. Often this type goes back
to public schools after a few weeks or perhaps a
year or so of assistance.
Then there is the badly mal-adjus ted child
whose visual defect has caused him to suffer in-
feriority complexes. Our greatest behavior prob-
lems have come from children of this type, and
they take a lot of patient training to find them-
selves. There is neither the teacher time, the
books nor the personal interest available to these
children in the public schools.
I think one cannot base their final need of a
child on an arbitrary visual acuity. Surely we all
know that the useful vision of a child is often
considered from the extent he is able to use it.
From the standpoint of the blind children in
the school I have found the partially sighted a
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great factor in "normalizing" them. They encourage
them to try to do things, to go places, to get a
better viewpoint, to help in social adjustments and
to join outside groups which would not take a
"blind" group without them 8
However, on the other side we often send out
a bright blind child who expects to go to college
for his last year or two because he must learn to
use the methods of sighted schools and to learn to
associate with sighted people with more ease. In
other words, our pupils are individual problems
that must be considered separately.
Our new Supervisor of Institutions is very
much interested in re-establishing sight saving
classes if this group of children make application
here •
Viewpoints opposed to that just expressed by Superintend-
ent Chapman may be found in a decreasing number of residential
schools who contend that they only admit Braille students and
only offer Braille programs. Until recently the Tennessee
School for the Blind served the partially seeing. This
school now enrolls students "Not with vision 20/200 or
above," although the state is not well provided with sight-
saving classes. The latest statistical surveys do not
support this contention. Rather do the figures tell us
that all schools for the blind are accepting partially see-
ing and partially blind children at a constant rate of over
two-fifths of their total school population. For those
schools that do not admit the partially seeing but possess
a high percentage of partially blind, and this is a common
condition, a program specifically developed to t ake advan-
tage of the vision remaining is the motivating force that
will make problem children less of a problem. Let us make

these children happy that they possess useful vision; let
us help them to conserve the sight they now have by teaching
them to use it properly.

CHAPTER V
GUIDANCE IN SCHOOLS FOR THE BLIND
The Status of Guidance
Most schools for the blind and most sight-saving
classes have not offered the kind of guidance that goes
beyond the vocational aspect— the type of guidance that
permeates the entire school program. Yes, articles have
been written for special educational periodicals, and papers
have been presented before the conventions and conferences
for the blind showing concern for the educational curricula
offered or for the perplexing problems of leisure time, but
few specialists in the field see these youth problems in
terms of guidance; of organization; of a guidance specialist;
of the classroom teacher; of the individual; yes, of the
partially seeing student. Assistance in student adjust-
ments, decisions, and plans has been handled by teachers
who accepted the responsibility on their own initiative and
whose interest in boys and girls extended beyond the subject
matter area, A large amount of credit should be given these
teacher-friends; for long before the guidance movement was
organized in the American public schools, they encouraged,
directed, and believed in the potentialities and the plans
of their student-friends.
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Residential schools for the blind have the opportunity
to assist their students in a way that most other schools
strive so hard to attain. All manner of elaborate plans are
being developed to reach the individual in .the larger public
school systems. And yet, granted its disadvantages, the
residential school offers the teacher the chance to know
and live with the adolescent and his problems, both in his
school and out-of-school life. Surprisingly few teachers
have accepted this challenge, partly because they lack the
missionary spirit and partly because they lack the background
in the principles of guidance.
In speaking of a guidance program for the partially see-
ing child in the public schools, Mrs. Winifred Hathaway1
states that "In every large school system there is a depart-
ment of child guidance upon which teachers of partially see-
ing pupils may call for service. In many junior high schools
and senior high schools there are guidance and vocational
counselors, whose responsibilities include service to all
pupils in the school." Mrs. Hathaway recognizes that the
guidance director or counselor alone cannot do full justice
toward solving the problems arising from partial vision. She
places the responsibility in a large school system upon both
teacher and specialist. In the smaller schools this authority
^Winifred Hathaway, Education and Health of the Partially
Seeing Child . Published for the National Society for the
Prevention of Blindness, Inc. by Columbia University Press,
New York, 1943, p. 128.

recommends that the sight-saving teacher handle and integrate
guidance within the full program.
These suggestions are rather ideal, just as they are
in the regular classes. This plan overlooks the lack of
guidance background on the part of the teacher. Conversely,
the guidance specialist is rarely a specialist in the educa-
tion of the partially seeing child. Any ophthalmologist,
for example, is not qualified to recommend highly specialized
eye care unless he also possesses experience ' with this group
of children and understands the principles of sight-saving
work. Some schools for the blind retain social workers,
home visitors, or field agents believing that they have em-
ployed a guidance specialist. In small schools, particular-
ly, the guidance program is handled by the superintendent or
the principal. Delegating responsibility to the principal
or head teacher is a common procedure. However, if the
superintendent is sincerely interested in organizing a total
guidance program in his school he will insist that the
appointee prepare himself for this special field.
The field of guidance is young. To find the person who
has specialized in the education of the partially seeing and
possesses the qualifications of a guidance counselor is not
an easy task. Colleges and universities offering courses in
sight-saving work are few and far between. A complete course,
many times, must be taken at several universities. This
scattered method of education may offer a broad background,

but it is not recognized as the plan for fulfilling require-
ments for a degree, for attaining teacher's certification,
or for meeting salary schedules. Specialization in the
field of specialized guidance presents the same difficulties.
In his book, A Study of the Curriculum for Residential
Schools for the Blind , published in 1959, Dr. Neal P. Quimby1
reports that only seven schools possess a guidance counselor,
with all but one counselor collaborating with the superin-
tendent. Twenty-six schools, of the thirty-three reporting,
do not have counselors. Pour residential schools state that
no one is responsible for assisting the pupils with their
guidance problems. In this study sixteen schools employ the
services of the state agency for the blind for placement of
their graduates; while six schools have placement officers
of their own. Superintendent Quimby concludes by saying
that
Schools for the blind have not made adequate pro-
visions to care for individual variations in pupils.
There should be a much wider use of tests and test
results, and more tests of the diagnostic type
should be adapted for the blind. The school pro-
gram should be reorganized to care for individual
differences more adequately.... Guidance and place-
ment are not receiving much more than "lip service"
in many schools. Too often this important work is
performed by untrained individuals as an adjunct
to their other duties, or is left to understaffed
state agencies which are almost overwhelmed by the
Neal P. Quimby, A Study of the Curriculum for Residential
Schools for the Blind . A Dissertation Submitted in Partial
Fulfillment for the degree of Doctor of Education in Teachers
College, Temple University, Philadelphia, Pa., 1939, pp. 56-
62, 213.

needs of the many adult blind. A more adequate
program should be inaugurated under trained leader-
ship, with adequate records of school and post-
school activities, and with systematic studies of
pupils and their home conditions. The problem of
placement should be considered most carefully.
Logically, placement is the job of the state
agency, but, if the state agencies are not doing
the job, it is up to the schools to help with the
placement work themselves and bring effective
pressure upon the state agencies until they accept
their responsibility and do something constructive.
Dr. Quimby's recommendations^ are also made in terms
of the pupils with useful vision. In his survey he asked
the question, "Should schools for the blind teach only those
vocations which can be mastered by the totally blind, or
should the schools also give special vocational training
only for those with vision?" Thirty-two of the schools re-
ported that they should meet the needs of both groups;
while two schools insisted upon placing the emphasis upon
the totally blind.
A Survey of Schools for the Blind
In the second division of his survey the writer of this
thesis was interested to discover the adequacy of the
guidance program in residential schools for the blind.
Although Dr. Quimby's study presents an adequate picture of
the vocational organization in the schools, it is believed
that a more recent investigation would indicate the improve-
ments made, most especially in relation to the partially
1
Quimby, op. cit ., p. 62.

seeing child. This study proposes to answer two principal
questions: First, how many schools for the blind offer
courses in group guidance? What is the extent and content
of such a program? Second , does a broad guidance viewpoint
in the residential schools assist in the education of the
partially seeing in such schools? In other words, does a
well-developed group guidance program also denote an ade-
quate sight-saving program? This survey was handled exactly
the same as the one dealing with the partially seeing alone.
With forty-two schools reporting out of forty-seven,
twenty-nine residential schools state that they offer some
type of guidance program (Table VII). The responsibility
for the program is delegated to persons or agencies under
these classifications: counselors, guidance committee
chairmen, field agents, vocational directors, superintendents,
principals, personnel director, director of guidance clinic,
director of advanced studies, faculty, state commissions for
the blind, and various combinations of the groups. Thirteen
institutions have counselors or guidance directors, two of
these have the title "Dean." Two schools maintain field
workers; while three others depend entirely upon the state
agency for the blind for assistance. The superintendent is
the only person reporting as responsible for the guidance
program of the school in five institutions. The principal
or head teacher leads the program in five schools; while
the principal and staff are responsible in three state
9.
Table VII. A Survey. Guidance in Residential Schools for
the Blind. April, 1946.
(1)
School
(2)
Guidance
Program
(3)
Person
Responsible
Ark. xe s Guidance Commit-
tee Chairman
Ariz
.
Superintendent
Calif
.
Yes Director of Ad-
vance Studies &
Field Worker
Colo. In-
directly
Teachers &
Supervisors
Pla. Yes Council for the
Blind-- Rehab
.
Ga
.
Yes Mrs .M.I .Martin
H. I. No
Idaho Yes Teacher of
Advanced Blind
111. Yes Director of Vo-
cational Classes
Ind. Yes Principal
Iowa Yes Principal &
Guidance Direc-
tor (GO Ahel )
Kans
. Yes Principal
La Yes Division of
the Blind
Md. No Superintendent
(4)
Group Guidance Courses
No
Yes—Special course for
junior high & individual
counseling
No—Individual guidance
No
Yes
Attend public high school
No
Yes--High school classes
only
No—Our guidance is per-
sonal & individualistic
Yes—Occupations (infor-
mational); Junior High
Club (civic-personal)
Yes—Full credit course
in Orientation--social,
personal
No
No
-10
Table VII. (continued)
(1)
School
Ma s s
.
Mich.
Minn.
Mi s s
Mo.
~J2)
Guidance
Program
[37
Person
Responsible Group Guidance Courses
Nebr
Mont
N. M.
N.Y.C,
N. Y.
N. C.
N. D.
Ohio
Okla.
Ore
.
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
Principal and
Social Worker
Dean
Superintendent
Superintendent
Pri ncipal
Teachers
Counselor
Director of
Guidance Clinic
Head of Depart-
ment—Guidance
Counselor
Principal &
Staff
No
No
No
No— Plan to establish
courses
No—Our guidance is corref-
lated with every phase of
school work through the
teacher and rehab.
No— Individual
No
Yes— Course in Occupa-
tions—study of vocations^
& individual ability
Yes
Classes in occupations,
chapel programs & guid-
ance committee composed
of 2 faculty & 3 success-
ful alumni
No
No
Yes— Occupational text
used
Yes—Vocational guidance
in high school curriculum
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Table VII. (concluded)
(1)
School
(2)
uuiuance
Program
(3)
rers on
Responsible
Pa J- J. Xliv xpa X x O a Uliu 1
W. Pa. Yes High School
Supt
.
,Agencies
S. C. No
S. D. No
Texas Yes Principal Teacher
Tex. Col. No
Tenn. Yes Superintendent
Utah Yes Principal &
Vocational
Director
Va. Yes All faculty
W. Va. No
W.Va.Col. Yes Chairman of
Guidance Coram.
Wash. Yes All faculty
& Dean
Conn. Yes Field Agent
(4)
Group Guidance Courses
Yes--Class in Occupations
No
No--Keep accurate
records to assist in
future plans
No
No
Yes— Class in Occupa-
tions, Guidance Institute,
assemblies, & clubs
Yes— Salesmanship, adver*-
tising, local business,
broadcasts, interview
local businessmen
No
Yes— Class in Occupa-
tions, school has a
vending stand, work ex-
perience, training for
occupations, vocational
agent of state agency
interviews pupils
No

schools. The Western Pennsylvania School, for example,
includes high school teachers, principal, superintendent
and various agencies as leading the guidance organization
of the school. The New York State School reports that the
head of the guidance department in cooperation with two
faculty members and three successful alumni handle its group
guidance activities. There are still nine schools listing
no one responsible for this type of program
-
In the area of group guidance, fourteen residential
schools report various varieties of group guidance courses
offered to their students, although several schools are not
specific as to the activities. Twenty-eight institutions
answered "No" to the question, "Do you offer group guidance
courses?" With the answer "No," some superintendents added,
"Our guidance is personal and individualistic," "No, our
guidance is correlated with every phase of school work
through the teacher and rehabilitation," and "No, keep
accurate records to assist in future plans." One school
seems to justify its lack of a group guidance program by
writing that its students "attend public high school," The
school
Mississippi/plans "to establish courses." It is signifi-
cant that of the fourteen schools offering group guidance,
eight also serve the partially seeing with a regular sight-
saving program. It is significant, too, that twelve schools
providing a Braille program to the partially seeing do not
offer group guidance courses. Only Oklahoma and Georgia,
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strictly Braille schools, present some kind of group activity-
Observe the list of schools in Table VIII for a correlation
of these two programs
•
It is obvious from the table that most schools with a
sight-saving program also possess a guidance organization
of some kind. The persons responsible for the guidance
program in schools serving the partially seeing appear to
be more specialized in the guidance field than those respon-
sible in schools reporting but not on this list (Table VII).
It is doubtful whether a guidance program handled by the
superintendent alone is a very progressive organization.
With his many duties it does not seem likely that he is also
a specialist in assisting boys and girls with their adjust-
ments, decisions and plans. Only two superintendents are
listed in Table VIII as solely responsible for guidance in
their school* At least ten persons seem to be specialists
or are given a specialized title. This is not necessarily
to imply that schools possessing a well-developed guidance
organization also are serving the partially seeing adequately.
One may conclude, hov/ever, that a broad understanding of the
child's problems with an aim toward assisting him wherever
and whenever necessary, is a prime requisite in the success-
ful steering of both a sight-saving and a guidance program.
It is safe to say that guidance and sight-saving are im-
portant objectives of any child-centered school.
Some schools offered details on the type of group

Table VIII. A Correlation between Guidance and Sight-Saving
Programs in Schools for the Blind.
(1)
School8
(2)
Sight-
Saving
(3)
Person
Responsible
(4)
Guidance
Program
(5)
Group
Guidance
Ark. Yes Guid. Comm. Chair
.
Yes Not reported
Ariz
.
Partial SuDerint endent 9 No
Calif. Yes Dir.& Field Agent Yes Yes
Ga . No. Mrs. M.I. Mart in Yes Yes
111. Yes Dir. of Voc.Cls. Yes Yes
Iowa Yes Guidance Director Yes Yes
ivc? lis . 1946 Pt*i no. 1 nfl 1X J. X Ilv X MCI X Yes Yes
La
.
Yes Div. of Blind Yes No
Mich. Yes Dean Yes No
Minn. Yes Superintendent Yes No
Mo. Yes Principal Yes No
Mont* NoXM VJ No
N. M. Yes Counselor Yes Yes
N.Y.C. Yes Dir. Guid. Clinic Yes Yes
N. Y. No Guidance Head Yes Yes
N. D. Yes No No
Ohio Board Counselor Yes Yes
Okla No Prin. & Staff Yes Yes
Ore
.
Yes Not Reported Not reported Not reported
Pa. Yes Prin. Teacher Yes Yes
W. Pa. Yes Staff & Agencies Yes No
Utah Partial Prin.& Voc. Dir. Yes Yes
Va. Yes All Faculty Yes Yes
Wash. Discont. All Faculty & Yes Yes
Dean
This list includes only those schools offering either a sight-
saving or a guidance program or both.
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guidance program presented to their students. It is evident
from a description of these organizations that most of these
institutions reporting think of guidance as "vocational" in
scope and that little has been accomplished in the areas
of group thinking and leadership; of conference and panel
discussion; of clubs and assembly programs; of forums,
debates, and town hall meetings on the real problems that
concern visually handicapped boys and girls
—
problems chosen
by visually handicapped students.
The Kansas School for the Blind offers a course for
full credit which emphasizes orientation to school, to others,
to self, and to the future. "Social, personal, and vocation-
al adaptability is stressed." Group guidance at the Virginia
School for the Deaf and the Blind is coordinated "with
classes in salesmanship, advertising, etc." The students
"interview local businessmen, participate in organized local
business, broadcast twice weekly over WTON, at the same time
studying the principles of broadcasting." "The word guidance
has been badly abused," volunteers Superintendent Thompson
of the Missouri School. "We have no elaborate mechanics set
up," he continues. "We do believe we have guidance. Our
guidance is correlated with every phase of school work
through the teacher. Counseling is provided by the Missouri
Commission for the Blind under its Rahabilitation program."
The New York State School at Batavia presents a series of
chapel programs dealing with guidance problems and supports

this procedure with a course in occupations. The school has
organized a guidance committee composed of two faculty mem-
bers and three successful alumni which holds periodic meet-
ings. Dr. French of the California School writes that a
special course is offered to students of the junior high
school by Mr. Campbell* Field Agent, and that individual
counseling is conducted by Dr. Perry of the school. The
California School has shown the way in establishing a plan
whereby their capable students attend public schools of
either the academic or technical type. The Mississippi
School is establishing courses next year. The superintend-
ent states that "We plan to have representatives from the
different professions, that are suited to the blind, talk
to the older students at some period during the school day."
Under a similar plan, the Utah School for the Blind
has organized evening assembly programs called "Guidance
Institute." The aim of the project is to explore many
areas of guidance by students through lecture and discussion.
Teachers, parents, and friends are encouraged to attend and
announcement of the events are presented in the local news-
paper. Individuals from city, county and state are selected
to emphasize particular aspects of guidance. This school
year, for example, the Director of Pupil Personnel of the
Salt Lake City Schools pointed out some learning and be-
havior difficulties. The Ogden City Chief of Police dis-
cussed the social phase of "The Importance of Keeping Cut
(
of Trouble." The Vice President of the Local A. F % of L.
acquainted the students with labor problems and policies.
The Assistant Director of Vocational Rehabilitation inspired
the students to want to be independent, self-supporting
individuals. The State Department of Health shov/ed a film
on the prevention and treatment of venereal diseases fol-
lowed by a discussion period. The State Superintendent of
Public Instruction stressed the necessity of developing good
work habits, of getting along with your fellow worker, of
building up rather than tearing down. The Personnel Director
of the California Packing Company of Ogden spoke on the re-
quirements and personality traits essential for keeping a
job. Lectures in themselves are not sufficient. They are
correlated with a course in occupations where attitudes and
aptitudes are emphasized, and where purposes and goals may
be selected and explored. Paralleling this group activity
are the establishment of boys' and girls' clubs and the
assistance of the individual through interviews and testing
throughout the school year. A program of this type must be
flexible enough to reach the interests of all students from
year to year. It must therefore become a changing group
activity with the changing interests of young people.
"In regard to our guidance program," reports Superin-
tendent Chapman of the Washington School in Vancouver, "we
try to help the children as much as possible in trying to
plan for their futures." The state school provides a class
I
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in occupations which makes a study of various types of busi-
ness and professional requirements and training. The students
select and study problems within their interests. With class
lecture and discussion the guidance program is closely fused
with work experience in a vending stand which is conducted
in every detail according to the requirements of public
buildings. This stand is set up and supervised by the
Supervisor of Vending Stands in the Division for the Blind
and he checks it on his monthly trips. If the student in
charge wishes to follow the vending stand business after he
graduates, he at least possesses the routine training. Some
of the girls are trained in the accepted routine to qualify
them as weavers at the Washington Training Center. During
the last year of training the piano tuners obtain practical
experience away from the school situation. In summary,
Jeanne Chapman states:
Our boys and girls are usually on the alert
for odd jobs such as throwing in wood or sawdust,
mowing a lawn, washing a car, taking care of
children, running a paper route or working in
fruit or nut picking. During the war we had
several older boys employed at the paper mill,
the cannery, the shipyards on a full shift and
earning the current wage.... In other words, to
learn an occupation is often to do it and the
more variety our children can get while still
at school, the better equipped they will be when
they leave and start out on their own responsi-
bility.
She adds, "Of course, the amount of work they do depends
quite a little on who the boys' Dean is and what encourage-
ment they get from various sources."

Viewpoints on Guidance
Schools, especially residential schools for the blind,
cannot hope to train their students in the many occupational
skills required for specific jobs. Through thorough studies
and investigations of plant routines and skills; through
occupational classification and job analysis, however, the
schools may be assisted in grouping the fundamental processes
of manual dexterity to a minimum of learning. The school
that provides its students with a broad program, fortified
with the basic academic and vocational skills, cannot be too
far afield in its preparation for life. Schools for the
blind are in an enviable position to know the total indi-
vidual. Too little investigation has been done and too
little effort expended in the direction of expanding the
curriculum to meet the needs of an expanding area in job
placement for the partially seeing graduate. It is no less
than criminal for educators to force children with consider-
able vision into a pace and to develop skills designed only
for the blind. Society treats the partially seeing indi-
vidual as a seeing person. Therefore, it expects him to
act like one.
In an employment survey of 148 Detroit sight-saving
pupils sponsored by the Detroit Public Schools, the investi-
gators state A
Mildred T. Larrick, Miriam H. Marshall and Elizabeth M. Wells,
Detroit Public Schools
—
Employment Survey , A Study of Clinical,
School, and Employment Records of 14b Detroit Sight-Saving
SPAHroft^ill!? ^.'SS^SSSSSS7 of Board of ESuoation ' Clt^
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We have confirmed through this investigation
that few fields of work are entirely closed to
the sight-saving pupil. Evidence of this fact is
found in the distribution of occupations listed.
Under ten general types of classification of em-
ployment 279 positions are recorded. We are not
qualified to state whether the positions noted
are suitable for the specific case of each indi-
vidual, nor can we attempt to recommend specific
types of employment. It is interesting to note,
however, that clerks predominate, with housework
next. It has been suggested that myopics are
adapted to positions requiring close inspection
of materials. In our study we found 5 employed
as inspectors. Within the surveyed group were:
1 doctor, 1 lawyer, 3 school teachers, 5 musicians,
1 radio announcer, 1 assistant United States sur-
veyor, 1 assistant paymaster, and 1 chorus girl,
as well as many other interesting positions.
In another survey, "A Study of Occupations of Partially
Seeing Boys and Girls," the Ohio Sight-Saving Class Teachers
Organization proposes occupational selection on the amount
and type of vision remaining. The lists of occupations re-
ported are checked by oculists, supervisors of sight-saving
classes, vocational and industrial counselors, high school
sight-saving class teachers, and a representative of the
National Society for the Prevention of Blindness. Those
occupations more satisfactory for myopes and those possess-
ing low vision, according to the consensus of these authori-
ties, are indicated.
It is the opinion and experience of the writer of
this thesis that this proposition of relating the job to
Marguerite Kastrup, A Study of Occupations of Partially
Sighted Boy3 and GirlsT National Society for the Prevention
of Blindness, Inc., New York, Publication 170. Reprinted from
the Sight-Saving Review , Volume 5, Number 3, September,
1935.
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amount and type of vision possessed by an individual is
only satisfactory when not carried to extremes and when the
vocational placement of the partially seeing has reached
the successful level that has been attained in the academic
field in some sight-saving classes in both public and resi-
dential schools. Authorities on sight-saving work and
ophthalmologists in the field are gradually arriving at
the conclusion that sight-saving methods have been based
on too restrictive use of the eyes. Oculists are now
recommending much more use of vision remaining, even for
myopic cases which in the past were confined to strictly
large print and oral recitations. A few industries have
conducted surveys of their plants with the objective of
creating new opportunities for visually handicapped indi-
viduals qualified in all other respects. "The Occupational
Analysis Section of the United States Employment Service,"
points out Eileen Lester,"1*
has analyzed more than 70,000 jobs in war indus-
tries and the armed forces. Can't we hope that
this agency will continue its contribution in the
field of job analysis during the peacetime re-
construction period? Several examples of job
analysis may help to demonstrate what is meant
by selecting the worker for the job. Dr. Kuhn
describes two employment situations in which cer-
tain visual qualifications are essential if the
work is to be satisfactorily performed. For
Eileen Lester, Opportunities for the Visually Handicapped
through Job Analysis . National Society for the Prevention
of Blindness, Inc., New York, Publication 399, March, 1943,
pp. 5-6.

example* the overhead crane operator may have to
drop a load of molten steel on an exact spot at
an exact moment, 150 feet from where he pulls
the levers. To do this with safety and efficiency,
he has to have depth perception as well as good
central vision in each eye, and he cannot have a
major defect of muscular balance. At the other
extreme is a girl at a looping machine in a
hosiery mill where her work has to be set a dis-
tance of 8 inches from her eyes. She must have
perfect binocular co-ordination and ocular balance
to sustain a sharp focus for an eight-hour working
day. It is evident that neither of these jobs
could be done by a person with a serious visual
impairment. On the other hand, job analyses have
shown that individuals working as unskilled out-
door laborers can often perform their tasks
successfully even if they have vision as low as
20/100.
Placement officers in schools for the blind and in
state agencies must be alert to jobs suitable for the par-
tially seeing as well as for the blind. The training
program for vocational counselors in a residential insti-
tution must be broad enough to acquaint the prospective
agent with the occupational possibilities of both blind and
partially seeing workers. Today the graduate with useful
vision must depend upon placement service limited and
specialized to the totally blind worker. The guidance
program in schools for the blind can lead the way by offer-
ing a type of service that will include all the aspects of
guidance, not only the vocational area, and designed for
the needs of the total school population. To date, the
survey conducted in the residential schools indicates that
few schools appreciate or understand the meaning and ob-
jectives of group guidance; that guidance (individual) in

most cases is poorly organized or not at all; and that
little thought has been given or distinction made between
guidance for the blind and guidance for the student with
considerable vision.
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CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSION
Summary
The present study has endeavored to state a problem
—
the problem in the education of partially seeing children
in residential schools for the blind. It has attempted an
evaluation of existing procedures and difficulties through
the utilization of both facts and opinions. Facts, because
they represent the basis of all conclusive data in this
thesis; opinions, because they may arouse sufficient inter-
est in this problem to seek out the facts for future study.
However, the author has tried to sift out factual material
from a problem that has been so controversial and the source
of emotional expression. Consequently, the points emphasized
in this study may seem too many and too vague to be of value
to the reader. The important facts are as follows:
(1) Despite admission standards that restrict their
numbers, sight-saving and partially blind pupils are being
enrolled in schools for the blind at the rate of 42.7 per
cent of the total residential school population. Since the
first survey on eye conditions in schools for the blind, and
through nine other periodic investigations, this percentage
has remained comparatively constant. Indeed, the most
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recent surveys point toward a gradual increase in the amount
of sighted students and in the amount of vision that will be
observed in residential schools in the future.
(2) Best estimates indicate that there are some 50,000
partially seeing students in the United States. Approximate-
ly 8,500 to 9,000 are being served in the public schools and
in the few sight-saving classes located in schools for the
blind. It may be safely estimated that 1,171 pupils now
attending schools and classes for the blind could profit by
sight-saving methods, while 1,317 more could receive at least
part of their education through their eyes.
(3) The partially seeing in schools for the blind may
be classified under these groupings: a) "border-line" cases
or with vision at or slightly below 20/200, b) children from
rural or semi-urban districts, c) students who cannot make a
satisfactory adjustment in special classes in the public
schools, and d) partially seeing pupils required to attend
schools for the blind when failing in the regular public
school grades.
(4) A sampling of literature indicates that there is
still a wide divergence of opinion on the education of the
partially seeing. Schools for the blind, however, are be-
coming more conscious of the problem and a few educators are
urging that something be done about it.
(5) The survey conducted by the author indicates that
the strong opposition to establishing sight-saving classes

In schools for the blind has been eliminated. In fact,
thirty-five superintendents out of forty- two reporting
believe their school should assume the responsibility for
developing a program designed for the needs of their low-
visioned pupils. Twenty-seven of these school authorities
favor all schools for the blind cooperating in establishing
sight-saving classes in residential schools. It is apparent
from this survey that residential schools have broadened
their requirements for admission and are providing more
facilities for their partially seeing students. In almost
all cases where classes are established in schools for the
blind the partially seeing enrollment in the school in-
creased decidedly, indicating a real need for such a program.
It is encouraging to note that sixteen schools are offering
sight-saving programs and that seven more are working on
plans for opening classes within the next year or two. The
American Foundation for the Blind reported eight residential
schools with sight-saving programs in 1943.
(6) Obviously, a sight-saving program must be flexible
enough to provide for individual needs. There is much evi-
dence to show, however, that the variety of organizations
developed in the residential schools is the result of mis-
information, non-scientific procedures, and poor educational
administration. Many of the outmoded state laws have re-
stricted and hampered the development of a well-organized
program for the partially seeing. Too many residential
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schools have established classes without consulting authori-
ties in the field. This independent attitude on the part of
residential school superintendents has placed the organiza-
tion and development of sight-saving work on a trial and
error basis. It should be emphasized that those schools for
the blind cooperating closely with the state boards of edu-
cation and with the public school systems are recognized as
possessing the better type of sight-saving facilities.
(7) Schools for the blind as a whole recognize guidance
from the vocational and individual aspects. Although some of
the larger institutions offer programs in health, socio-civic,
leisure- time , and other areas, they are not integrated into a
guidance organization that permeates the entire school. It
is interesting to note that thirteen schools report that they
offer some kind of group guidance and that twenty-nine
assist their students in their adjustments and plans. Pour-
teen institutions place the responsibility for the guidance
program on counselors, guidance directors or deans. Although
an evaluation of the types of programs offered by these
schools is difficult, these figures do show a trend in the
right direction. When it is recognized that job placement
in the field for the blind is a most difficult task, it may
be readily understood why the vocational area of guidance
is greatly stressed. It is in the field of the partially
seeing that schools for the blind fail so miserably to
assist with some semblance of scientific data. A thorough
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study should be made in the field of job analysis for the
partially seeing so as to realize the job potentialities
and to assist in the placement of these individuals. Several
investigations conclude that few fields of work are entirely
closed to the sight-saving student.
Recommendations
On the basis of this study and upon the conclusions
formulated, the following recommendations are made:
(1) Because of the large percentage of partially see-
ing and partially blind pupils being enrolled in schools for
the blind, the residential schools should investigate the
possibility of broadening and re-defining their standards of
admission to legitimately include these groups.
(2) Schools with at least a 50 per cent population of
useful-visioned students should consider carefully a change
in the name of the institution. Superintendent J. C. Lysen
states that a sight-saving child need not be classified as
blind in order to attend a residential school. He suggests
changing the name from School for the Blind to Braille and
Sight Saving School.
(3) In most instances the school for the blind is the
only authority in the state on the education of the visually
handicapped. These institutions must assume the leadership
in assisting state agencies in the development of sight-
saving programs throughout the state. In this way the resi-
dential school will become an integral part of the state-wide
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public school system and its facilities utilized to the
best advantage.
(4) National organizations for the blind such as the
American Foundation for the Blind, the American Association
of Instructors of the Blind, the National Society for the
Prevention of Blindness must cooperate more closely in the
interest of the partially seeing child. These groups can
help tremendously in establishing standards, conducting
surveys, publishing reports, making constructive suggestions
and using their influence wherever needed.
(5) The American Printing House for the Blind at
Louisville, Kentucky, will publish large type books corre-
sponding to the Braille material. Schools, however, should
not stand on this source alone. Every institution may es-
tablish a school library of well-spaced, large-sized
material printed by ordinary textbook publishing houses.
(6) It is the experience of the writer that the read-
ing of well-spaced, ordinary- si zed print may be developed
by a gradual introduction of finer print material through
the grades. With present conditions as they stand, the high
school student has three choices--to read Braille, to be
tutored and read to, and to do his own assignments with
existing material. There is little question that the third
choice is the better educational procedure. With proper
facilities and limited periods of study some ophthalmolo-
gists and residential school superintendents are approving
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and utilizing this method with beneficial results. A
thorough investigation should be conducted on this matter
of size and kind of print as related to reading facility
and eye fatigue. It may be discovered that this problem
can be solved more easily by also consulting the individual
student on how he handles the problem.
(7) Dual schools, for the deaf and blind, are in the
unique position of contributing large type material for
their partially seeing children. The Utah Schools for the
Deaf and the Blind have demonstrated the possibility of
publishing a student periodical in large, clear type. Through
a working plan with a school for the deaf or a school for
crippled children, a school for the blind would be able to
obtain instructional materials in large type that would
stimulate pupil interest and be worth the effort of both
types of school participating in such a project.
(8) Many schools for the blind at this time are work-
ing on plans for a new building program. Superintendents
should consider the possibility of lighting school rooms and
dormitories according to the specifications of the National
Society for the Prevention of Blindness. Such facilities
would not only make provisions for a better study program,
but, from the long range viewpoint, would also be more
economical. Many of the classes for the blind and for the
partially seeing could be held together under the super-
vision of one teacher.

(9) A few schools for the blind are offering vocational
classes especially designed for the needs of the partially
seeing and partially blind child. Enriching the curriculum
to suit the needs of low-visioned, problem children may be a
means of motivating them to do better work,
(10) The good work accomplished by the Joint Committee
on Vocational Guidance sponsored by the American Association
of Workers of the Blind and the American Association of In-
structors of the Blind should be speedily continued. Since
the conventions are held biennially, it is recommended that
the Joint Vocational Guidance Committee publish a periodical
that would include contributions from the field of guidance
in schools and classes for the visually handicapped. Place-
ment agents and vocational counselors should be just as pre-
pared to handle and assist in the placement of the partially
seeing as in the placement of the blind. Training courses
for vocational placement agents must be broadened to include
placement and follow-up for the student with considerable
vision.
(11) It is highly desirable whenever possible that
home contacts be maintained. A school for the blind assumes
a tremendous responsibility when other factors are substi-
tuted. A school organized on the co-educational plan, with
numerous home visits encouraged, with an activity program
that includes local schools and agencies is the school that
removes the institutional atmosphere and substitutes normal

growth.
(12) Above all, for sight-saving supervisors to say
no to education of the partially seeing in schools for the
blind is not to know the facts or not to face them. Like-
wise, for superintendents to establish sight-saving classes
in their schools without consulting experts in the public
school systems is undemocratic and poor educational pro-
cedure. The problem in the education of the partially seeing
child will only be solved when all specialists, all philoso-
phies, and all agencies pull together and pool all resources
in support of all types of public education for all sight-
saving students. The inconsistency of teaching blind
children to be as normally seeing as possible and at the
same time educating partially seeing students to be blind
is contrary to one of the fundamental principles— education
and training for a seeing world.
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Boyd E. Nelson
Superintendent
STATE OF UTAH
Utah School for the Blind
Ogden, Utah
Guy J. Marchisio
Principal
March 22, 1946
To the Superintendent:
I am preparing a master's thesis for this summer on
"Problems in the Education of Partially Seeing Children in
Residential Schools for the Blind," and I would be grateful
for your cooperation in answering and checking the follow-
ing questions:
1. Name of school
Address
2. Does your school include a sight-saving program?
No. of classes ; segregated or in the same classes
with the blind ? No. of pupils when sight-saving
class was first organized ; no. of sight-saving pupils
3. If your school offers some kind of service to the partial-
ly seeing, other than the standard sight-saving classes,
please describe the program briefly:
Do you believe your school has a responsibility to develop
a program suited to the needs of your low-visioned pupils?
Do you favor all schools for the blind cooperating in es-
tablishing sight-savingsclasses?
4. Does your school have a guidance program?
Person responsible--title
Do you offer group guidance courses?_. Please describe:
now 9
Sincerely yours
Guy J. Marchisio
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